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ADDITIONS TO THE

1973 CATALOGUE
P.B.P. £ VOLGASES 20p
P.B.P.1C CARRATICUS 10p
P.B.P. 1 BODECIA i lOp
P.B.P. 15 CARTIMANDUA 10p
P.B.P.1C DECEBALUS 20p
P.B.P.14 SAPOR 20p
P.B.P. 1E VERCINGETORIX 20p
P.B.P. H CAESAR 20p
P.B.P r ZENOBIA 20p
P.B. 224 SASSANID HOWDAH SPEAR

MAN 6)p
P.B. 116a IMAGO

P.B. 116b PRAETORIAN 2Jp
P.B. 116c LEGIO each

P.B. 116d VEXILLUM

P.B. 1161 AQUILA
G. 1 THRACIAN GLADIATOR

G. 2 VELITE

G. 3 MYRMILLION OR SECUTOR

G. 4 REITARIUS

G. 5 SAMNITE

G. 6 BESTARIUS

G. 7 LION 10p

M.E. 1 Man Ore with Sword 7}P
ME. 2 Wood Elf with Bow 6}p
M.E. 3 Strip 2 Dwarfs 10p
M.E. 4 Wizard 7}p
M.E. 5 Elf 7ip
M.E. 6 Strip 3 Hobbits 10p

M.E. 7 Wood Elf with Sword 6Jp
M.E. 8 Mounted Wizard 7!P
M.E. 9 Man Ore with Axe 7}p
M.E. 10 Mounted Hobbits - 2 lOp

M.E. 11 Large Troll with Club 7ip
M.E. 12 Small Trolls - 2 10p
M.E. 13 Armoured Dwarfs - 2 10p
M.E. 14 Large Wolf 10p
M.E. 15 Mounted Goblin - Axe 6Jp
M.E. 16 Mounted Goblin - Sword 6]p
M.E. 17 Large Ent 30p
M.E. 18 Small Ent 20p
M.E. 19 Rohan Lancer 7JP
M.E. 20 Rohan Horse Archer 7}p

M.E.A. 1 Ringwraith & Nazgul 30p
M.E.A.2 Dragon 75p

M.E.A. 3 Eagle 10p

FULL

CATALOGUE

25p

FOOT 6Jp
RIDER 7}p
HORSE 10p
GUN 25p
15mm. 10p
5mm. 5p

POSTAGE

Up to £1 — lOp
£2 - 15p
£3 — 20p
£5 — 25p

£10 — 35p
Over £10 Free

Directors
NEVILLE DICKINSON. MICM
RICHARD DICK' HIGGS. D.Art

ADDITIONS TO THE

15mm. RANGE

ANCIENT - lOp each strip
15 A 1 Roman Cavalryman
15 A 2 Half Armoured Caiaphracts
15 A 3 Gaul Horse Archers
15 A 4 Gaul Light Lancers
15 A 5 Gaul Slingers (shioldless)
15 A 6 Gaul Javclmmon (shioldloss)
15 A 7 Gaul Heavy Spoaimen
15 A 8 Gaul Light Spearmen
15 A 9 Roman Auxiliary Archers
15 A 10 Roman Legionnaires
15 A 11 Persian Light Spearman

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

15 E 1 Royalist Musketeers
15 E 2 Royalist Cavalrymen
15 E 3 Roundhead Cavalrymen
15 E 4 Mounted Dragoons
15 E 5 Artillery Crew
15 E 6 Pikemen in Morions
15 E 7 Cuirassiers

15 E 8 Roundhead Musketeers
15 E 9 Roundhead Pikemen
15 E 10 Dismounted Dragoons
15 E 11 Royalist Command Strip
15 E 12 Roundhead Command Strip

I.W.R. 1

I.W.R. 2

I.W.R. 3

I.W.R. 4

I.W.R. 5

I.W.R. 6

I.W.R. 7

I.W.R. 8

I.W.R.C.

I.W.R.C.

I.W.R.C.

I.W.R.C.

I.W.R.C.

Indian with Tomahawk

Indian Firing Musket
Indian with Spear
Indian with Rifle

Indian with Bow

Apache with Rifle
Indian Wearing Blanket
Indian Kneeling
3 Indian with Lance

4 Indian Medicineman

5 Indian with Rifle

6 Indian Chief

7 Apache Warrior

V.1

V.2

V.3

V.4

V.5

V.6

Viking Swordsman
Viking Spearman
Viking Axeman
Viking Light Spearman
Viking Archer
Viking Berserk

7Jp

71P
7JP
7]p

I.W.C. 1 US Cavalryman Rifle 7Jp
I.W.C. 2 US Cavalryman Sword 7jp
I.W.C. 3 US Guidon Bearer 7Jp

DIRECTORS: NEVILLE DICKINSON. M.I.CM.. RICHARD 'DICK' HIGGS, D.Art.

DESIGNED BY THAT 'POOR MAN'S' MICHELANGELO - DICK HIGGS. THE ORIGINATOR OF THE
NOW POPULAR SCALE - 25 mm. MANY MORE TO COME FOR 1973, IN OUR 5 mm, NEW 15 mm,

THE EVER-INCREASING 25 mm AND THE FAST-EXPANDING 30 mm SCALES.

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED



WARGAM ER'S

NEWSLETTER
No.142 January 1974-

EDITORIAL

For almost 12 years, since April
1962, I have laboriously battled against
gross financial difficulties to produce
an intimate magazine that can claim to be:
"the Newspaper of the hobby". Today,
wargaming is big enough to deserve n
widely circulating journal but, for ren.--.ons o-' time and expense, WARGAKSR'S NEWSLETTER
reaches only a fraction of the warganinj fraternity so that it publicises our hobby
in a whisper instead of a shout!

An 8ttrac-ive, enlarged and coloured publication, backed by a distribution
service, aimed at over-the-counter sales, should result in a vastly increased circula
tion. 3ecause I believe in this attractive possibility, I have agreed to merge with
3 LMONT MAINLAND PUBLISHERS, who put out that well known lavish journal TRADITION so
that, from the March edition on, they will publish WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. I will
continue to edit the Newsletter in exactly the same manner as at present and I look
forward to receiving your literary contributions as in the past.

From March onwards, Vargamer's .Newsletter will be A4 (30cm x 21cm), reduced in
size from typed sheets 57cm x 26cm, nearly a 50V increase in printed content, and
possibly a different coloured cover each month. Obviously, all this necessitates

a snail price increase which will be notified later. All subscriptions will be
honoured in full, in 3pite of being booked at the old price.

Arrangements are being finalised for extensive American distribution and there
may be a U.S.A. edition of the magazine with American-slanted features and adverts.

This is a very exciting project which m8y well result in seeing Vargamer1s News
letter in the bookstalls, newsagents and hobby-shops. But it can only succeed if the
magazine receives a far greater volume of support then in the past - so tell your
friends! More details next month.

La3t month I possibly participated in a sort of wargaming record when I was part
of the first-ever wargame fought on a grand piano! Six of us were on a weekend
course "The Navy and the Empire" at i-'issenden Abbey and, stimulated by the excellent
talks, we decided to fi.;ht the Bismarck; Frinz Sugen and Scharnhorst against the Hood;
Prince of './ales and King George V. Unable to find a suitable table, we utilised the
.Teen-cloth covered top of the grand piano for a great game that went into the small
hours.

DON FEATHER3T0NE

Subscription Rates: £2.50p United Kingdom; Overseas £2.75p; #7.75 U.S.A. and Canada
including Bank Handling Charge. Single Copies 21p (65c U.S.A.).

Advert iv.inr Rate; Full Page - £6.60p (#17.00).
Half Page - £3-30p (#8.50).
Quarter Page - a.65p (#4.25).
Ei-nth Page - 83p (#2.15).

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!
Pl'.OBLEM OF THE MONTH - Several times, recently, I
have heard of the "Chainmail" rules. Can r-nyone
tell me what these are, how much they cost, and
where they are obtainable from?

Duncan Brack, 17 Lockharton gardens,
Edinburgh, 2M14 1AU.

ANSWER - Obtainable from Jack Scruby, The Soldier
Factory, P.O.Box 1658, Cambrai, California 95428,
U.S.A., #2.00.

AHSWSR TO PR03L5M IN OCTOBER NEWSLETTER - I have
found two methods of getting the proper sheen onto horses. Should Floquil iiailros.i
paints be available in England their 'glaze' RR5 seems to work admirably although it
does tend to be a problem to clean it off a brush; I have also found this semi-gloss
covering excellent for simulating .polished leather parts of uniforms. The second
method, not as satisfactory, is just to take a drop of oil and rub it into the
horses' flank with a finger, although this looks good if the oil is overdone it
creates another problem - oily feeling figures.

Yale Edeiken of Chicago, U.S.A.

r.VLJS OF THE MONTH (Also answers the Problem in November '.vargamer's Newsletter).

My own rules provide for two types of retreat move as a rosult of Xorale test
ing. (Applicable for period 1700-1650 arprcx.).

(a) 3 inch fighting retreat (to include firing)1 limited to infantry in line
tnd Light Infantry plus a throw of 5 or 6 on the decimal dice. (b) A 1^move re
treat and 1 move pause (to allow officers and sergeants to -et the ranks into order
again). Applies to infantry in column, cavalry - or a throw of 5 or 4 for morale on
the decimal dice. Hove has to be accomplished by an "about turn" by the retreating
troops (2 inches off move; 3 inches for cavalry). Mu3t remain with backs to the
enemy for next or waiting move, turning about again at beginning of first 'moving'
move. As alternative to waitin • move, may continue to retreat a further move with
backs to enemy, turning about to face them again at beginning of next move (with the
2 inch or 3 inch deduction).

Any troops other than Elite formations forced to make three retreat moves in
sequence automatically break and fly.

'Ay rules provide for a 6" re-grouping move for cavalry after they have charged
so that retreating infantry under (b) above have choice of being hit by a second
cavalry charge before they can do more than get into line or square OR continuing to
retreat with risk that pursuit will disperse them in flight. In an infantry melee,
retreating troops must either face about and suffer a 3ocond onslaught or continue
to retreat, taking casualties from opponents firing.

The "Fighting retreat" (reflecting higher discipline, training and determined
leadership) can, providing flanks are secure, take a heavy toll of pursuing horsemen
with their firing but will probably have to form square. When pursued by infantry,
suffer loss of attack bonus in each subsequent renewal of melee. When cavalry are
forced to retreat, rules provide for victorious infantry to speed them on their way
with one volley at long range in succeeding move.

For fighting in the Seven Years War period, rules provide for deployment of a
'forlorn hope' - a company in open order behind natural cover hold up advancing
enemy while remainder of regiment is rallied and re-formed.

A.J.Mitchell.

"INT OF THE MONTH - Matchboxes on their side, paper-covered and painted, make ex
cellent 5mm two-storey houses. Tiled roofs are made by glueing thin uncooked
macaroni to card roof and painted.

Ralph Henderson of Rio de Janeiro.



Quest \^/riter of the /\^onth.
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- Christopher Lance Scott.

::y Fii'.g? :::: n:-;..::.' •::' ::o .se

Being a keen horseman my war'ames enthusiasm has always been with the cavalry,
and i was delighted when Airfix came to my rescue with a cheap and ready source. I
bought two boxes of 'Seventh Cavalry' which were painted up immediately; and these
little light horsemen have never looked bock since.

They first came to the table as two troops of Union and Confederate cavalry,
careering all over the place in open order, slaahin • wildly away. 'hen other more
concise and 'named' units be an to appear beside the Union Horse, and fearing centra
lisation and uisband-.ent they defected to the Confederacy. A quick change of jacket
- bein • allowed to retain blue kepis, etc., - and they swelled the ranks of their
longstanding rivals, proving that they could ;ive ns .rood a rebel yell as if they
had been Virginia moulded! United, m\' '1st lav.' tornadoed over every battlefield,
from a re-creation of "The Actio:: in the Ilattville Valley" to Bull Run, from Gettys
burg to "the repulsion of a !'nion invasion of Lepe Beach, Hampshire.' They sent
those 'organised' boys reclin-, nothin - could withstand their headlong wild charge,
Spencer-Smiths were bowled over despite all their 30mms, even metals were no match,
as Scruhys went down before their flashing blades. But A.C.W. days were drawing- to
a close. I had ventured too far into the world of llonoleon and was fast being se
duced .

•-. pilot venture was dreamed up, and two small mythical armies put into the
field, -he 'l3t Cav.' were the men caoeen to form the mounted arms .... how could
they be left on the shelves? rietaining their assorted collection of horses they all
receive.! new uniforms; half were re-aleo in fine scarlet jackets edged in gold, with
i-ht turquoise broecheo and k- pis. The others rec/ived an 'all-white strip' with

red facin.- and 3ilver edging .... a splendid spectacle! This fine soldiery, once so
wild, now showed that it could wheel and deploy with the best of them ... quick
learners those lads. Well they pioneered the ""i'oleonic movement and they were there
at y inau-ural duel with '"igel "(!.* Bmpereur) Mottram who, although my first regular
opponent, was not the first to develo a healthy respect for those oddly uniformed
horsemen .... nor the lost!

However, the -ay cane for the dioo; pearance of my mythical kingdoms as the
Napoleonic ma-.: engulfed state after state. l'he '1st Cav.' were united into one body
again (eccept 2 who changed heads with a couple of cuirassiers and became French
Dragoons - lrtter sold into slavery.)

The others became .Spaniards! ,'iven a small plasticine comb these gallant
cavalrymen rode into battle resplendent in yellow and blue as Dragoons of 1008
(Funcken Vol.1. P.145). 'ne ravages of war proved too much for them; flung against
the solid columns of advancing Minifig/.Mberkcn 20mrss nil but 5 lost their combs,
paint flaked off ... etc ... -heir morale dropped! A Spanish problem? They needed
a 'pick-me-up' so a new uniform wa: definitely 'on the cards'. The 5 "ho managed to
retoin their combs were drafted into a newly converted regiment of 3avarian Chevaux-
legers in whose ranks they are still serving. For the others, a hot knife down the
side of the debrimmed kepi, fresh coats of .Teen and tan paint, the palaminos, roans,
blacks, chestnuts and pie-balds all met->raorpho8ed into sleek 'greys' and the
Grenadiers a chevol d'Espagne took to the field in 'bonnets de police' (Funcken Vol.
I; P.145). xhi3 Spanish elite unit summoned :;o ruickly to the defence of their home
land having no time to change out of stable dress gave sterling service for the re
mainder of the Peninsular activity.

Then came 'Waterloo' and V/easex t'ilitary Society visits to 3elgium and I had
read several of those famous books on Wellington and I was 'hooked'. Oh how I wish
I had more time for actual wargaraing and less to think about reorganising!

My British cavalry was very 3mall - who needed it for the Peninsular? So some
body was required to boost their numbers, who was it to be...? The '1st Cav.' natur
ally. With those French cuirassier hordes to face they would have to be made of
stern stuff; they couldn't suddenly change to metal, but they could become the Scots
Greys! Into red, grey and yellow they went. They all lost their heads in the
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euphoria of joining such an illustrious regiment, but a box of Airfix Guardsmen
Supplied the replacements. They received new straight swords of the 'clipped-pin'
pattern, and their grey horses were given new furniture and saddle-cloths as well as
being embedded into plaster of Paris.

At last they were ready, and came out for their first engagement. Glittering
and rattling they came slowly on towards an almost flat battlefield; for 3 moves both
armies waited virtually at a standstill as they trotted across the front of the enemy
guns, then wheeled perfectly into line displaying the precision drill they had learnt
in the ranks of the mythical kingdoms. On move 4 they began moving- forward then went
into a wild charge! Boot-to-boot they rode down a batch of scruffy voltigeurs who
did not have the sense to clear out of the way, then with a shock that rattled the
entire table they crashed into a regiment of Minifig carafciniers and 'destroyed'
them! Counter attacked by Polish lancers, they stubbornly hacked on as only the
•Greys' could, until most loles had been toppled from their saddles. They rested
for 1 move and rallied, only to watch a re ;iment of Chasseurs-a-cheval drawing up
between them and the British lines. They were reasonably compact and rested, so'why-
need they rpform? Off they rode in the wild open order charge that they first learnt
back in the A.C.W. days, and I believe several "Johnny Reb" yells wore heard that day
issuing from the throats of the Greys, but I can't swere to it. Catching th
Cha33eurs still forming, they b->rst through them to scatter and .iespoil them like a
freak h.-.il storm deals with Spring flowers, and on to safety behind their own
infantry. What a day! What a first er/age-.cnt!

i'h y never did let me down end they fou-ht on for years, surviving reoganisa-
tions and even an assault from a large rubber ball. They met their demise in "72
when I was presented with a box of metal Scots Greys. Pursued by their old enemies,
better fi.-ures and scaled units, they hid in the wargames cupboard for a few months,
then burst onto the scene once more, fresh uniforms and a new nationality, in the
ranks of the Chasseurs- a- cheval do la Garde de Wurtemburg (Funcken 7ol.II, P.73).
They still soldier on, and as I write t'ey are parading in front of me.... What a
list of battle honours t':ey could carry ... I wonder if I should salute them? You
/.now one can get quite sentimental about - few plastic figures. especially if they
are the first regiment of horse you ever had, and the be3t!!

THE AMERICAN SCENE
3y William B. Protz Jr.

Wargaming in the Milwaukee area i3 very popular. At least it seems that way to
me because prior to my move here I lived in Nebraska where as far a3 I knew there was
only one other miniatures wargamer, my good friend Ken Bunger. For the last two years
though the group that I belong to here in Milwaukee has been very active in Nupoleon-
ics. There are ten or so people in the group and we meet for battles on Sunday after
noons. During the last six months we have begun to diversify a bit. One weekend we
have a Napoleonics game followed by perhaps an Ancients game the next weekend. Then
every four weeks or so we have a wargame in my speciality, The Seven Years' War. Cur
rently we are in the midst of a campaign in which the French are attempting to cut the
line3 of communication of the main Allied Army of Prince Ferdinand. The campaign par
ticipants live in Wisonsin and Nebraska both and have command responsibilities for
different areas in Hesse and Westphalia. Just recently though we have begun to further
diversify. Interest is growing in creating war -ames for the Zulu War, the English
Civil War, end in making some additions to our existing forces for the American Civil
War.

Something amusing happened the other day which I thought you might find interest
ing if not a bit comical. Last week one of our local wargamers, Greg Hundt, called and
asked if I wanted to participate in an American Civil War battle. I was to drive, '//hen
I arrived at Greg's I found him busily mounting Airfix Federals on movement trays. As
we were a bit late by this time I urged Greg to either bring what he had completed or
complete the mounting of his regiment in the car. He chose the latter and off we sped.
The time wa3 about 7:00, it was dark, we were half an hour late already, and a small
snow storm was developing. In the half hour it took us to reach our destination, Greg
mounted his Federals one by one as the street lamps went by and we were involved in
two or three minor skirmishes with other cars whose drivers had forgotten how to drive
in snow! I might add that two days before we had had a surprise twelve hour blizzard
after a month of balmy weather (twelve inches). We finally reached our destination.
Greg's Feierals were ready for action, and both of us were very glad indeed to get
off the road. Have you ever put a wargame contingent together in a car during a snow
storm while being late to a wargame?



amor
metal miniatures

presents
a new comprehensive range
of 25mm Napoleonic figures
INCLUDING OFFICERS, STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FOR ALL ARMS

AND ARTILLERY CREWS

British, French,Prussian.Austrian,Russian.Spanish

Bugler French Hussars

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS - ROMANS -TURKS -GAULS - GOTHS

NORMANS-SAXONS - ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

Infantry 6p Cavalry 14p

Cataloge 5p 23 Grove Road Leighton Buzzard Beds



SOTgS OH 18th CENTURY WAROAHINC

by

Bill Abrams

My regular wargaming partner, Steve Carpenter,
and I have recently discovered a small change which
has totally changed the action in our American
Revolution/7 Years War games. In the Strategy and
Tactics magazine I received the Ancient game
Armageddon in which the sequence of events in a
turn called for firing as the first part of each
turn. When this is transferred to th; wargames
table we use the following:-

mm

Firing of cannon, firing of musket3, movement, hold fire if any, melee, retreats
o melee. 'due to

Hold fire may only be used in self defence if meleed or in defence of a unit ad
jacent to and touching the hold fine unit. This allows an infantry unit to sucport
a cannon which has fired durin • the fire portion of the turn. The' hi*' change which
occurs is that the bayonet attack becomes an effective weapon. In our previous games

we were extremely reluotant to order bayonet attacks as the unit would advance into a
maelstrom of fire, usually without benefit of return fire privilege, sustain an un
predictable number of casualties, and usually be in an unfavourable situation in the
melee unless they were overpoweringly strong in the first place, in which case they
might as well have halted at close range and eliminated the enemy with superior
numbers of muskets.

Now it is my understanding from my readings of the American Revolution and the
7_Years/French and Indian War that when equal numbers of troops faced off in battle
they would fire and then the side that was in the best shape after the volley would
attempt to close with the bayonet before the enemy could reload. The British
technique that they were trying to employ at 3unker Hill after the flank attack fail
ed, was to advance to close ran're, 50 yards or so, and fire one volley with double-
shotted muskets preparatory to advancing through the smoke to press home with the .
bayonet. This they did on their third try. On the first two attempts they were
thrown back because of numbers of casualties which disheartened and disor.-ranisec the
survivors. The men were ordered to retire by i,neir officers because they were in no
condition to advance further. I think the key point here is that it took a great
deal to break the morale of the professional soldiers of this period and it was their
OFFICERS who decided whether their units were intact enough to continue the attack.

With firing first you have a chance to evaluate the condition of your survivors
and may order an advance, retreat or stand fast. Cavalry assumes a new role. It is
no longer necessary to have hordes of cavalry to absorb the inevitable casualties from
pass through fire. A small troop of cavalry can now neutralise an infantry unit's
musketry by forming up out of range and threatening to char-e. If the infantry choose
to fire at some target in range, then they must risk having to accept the cavalry with
bayonet only. If they hold fire and are not charged they have wasted their musketry.

On a slightly different tack, I have come across information on tactics for this
period which apply to the elite companies. According to the tour guides at the Fort
William Henry restoration on Lake George in New York 3+ate the grenadiers of the 7
Years .ar period were often deployed at a key point in the line where they would all
throw their grenades at a selected point in the enemy line in hopes of causing con
fusion and disruption. 3ven if the kill ratio was poor, the confusion resulting
from the men trying to leave the area of the spinning, spitting grenades could
achieve their end. A bayonet attack could then be pressed which would compound the
confusion. The ultimate aim was the disruption of the enemy formation which usually
was the precursor of victory in the rigid linear warfare of this age. The Park
Ranger at Saratoga Battlefield, also in New York State, says that a good howitzer
crew would use a similar tactic to disrupt a cavalry attack. They would fire their
bombs as fast as possible with small powder charges to land them relatively close to
their front. The fuses would be extremely long and the result would be a field
littered with smoking, hissing and occasionally exploding bomb3 which the horses were
very hesitant about.



From a Concord Chamber of Commerce booklet describing the events at Lexington
and Concord in the American Revolution in an hour-by-houx format we are told of the
tactical design known as "street firing" which Captain Laurie's company of light
infantry used to try to 3top the rebel charge across the North Bridge. It did not
work because the men were attacked before thoy were in position. The theory was,
"They lined up in column of fours. After the men in the first two or three ranks
had fired from kneeling and standing positions, they broke to the right and left
and filed to the rear to reload, while their positions in front were taken by ranks
moving up in succession. Thus it was a theory that a narrow way or bridge could be
kept under a steady fire."

Rules to simulate these tactics are not difficult to formulate. I have experi
mented with the grenadier rule by allowing them either musketry or grenades, not
both in the 3ame fire turn. Disruption of the enemy line is achieved by one platoon
of grenadiers throwing grenades together, one die is thrown for the group and if a
six results the enemy line is disrupted which causes them to take a morale check if
charged and to fight at a reduced value if meleed. My platoon is the basis for all
firing and moving and consists of four men.

THIS Rt'L'g 3USIN^53 by A.J."ITCHKLL

I was interested in the Editorial for November and the sad story of the abandon
ed game. At some time or other I think most of us have been faced with just such a
situation. One finds oneself playing against an opponent who insists on using his own
rules which are quite unrealistic and in every way inferior to ones own. At a crucial
point in the battle when you have quite clearly established your superiority as a
table-top commander he suddenly invokes some ridiculous rule devoid of any basis in
reason and designed purely to save him from the results of his own ineptitude. You
reason with him, politely at first, appealing to his better nature, sense of fair play
and sporting instinct. You quote historical precedent; you cite previous battles when
you have magnanimously conceded just such a point in the interests of give and take.
He is adamant. A rule is a rule. Your colour deepens, your voice becomes louder,
you emphasise your arguments with a few telling gestures, knock your Commander-in-
Chief on the floor and then tread on him. Tempers become frayed, nervous female
members of the family put their heads round the door and utter such absurdities as
"Its only a game" or "Why not say that you've both won."

Even worse when you are playing to your rules which in all modesty are beyond
improvement and quite suddenly your opponent takes exception to a long established
provision which if followed will consign one of his ill-conceived manoeuvres to well
deserved disaster. He pleads, he argues, he quotes from battles past, real and table-
top. He becomes excited, he loses control, he knocks several of your beautifully
painted models to the floor and bangs his head on the table in a clumsy effort to
retrieve them. You keep quite cool and merely indicate the rule in writing from time
to time

But seriously, the hobby because of its v ry nature does occasionally lead to
acrimony or even to irreconcilable differences of opinion. "The faults not in the
game but in ourselves, Dear Brutus" - to paraphrase the Bard. It seems to me that
either one must play to a voluminous set of rules, all embracing and incapable of
being committed to memory and therefore requiring constant reference during the game
or alternatively to a simple set of rules tempered by a modicum of commonsense and a
willingness to compromise. Because the game is a battle the importance of winning
looms large and it is this 'tournament' aspect which leads to dissension. I have
found that it doec help to set up an interesting situation on the table not necess
arily with the sides evenly matched and then to decide 3ides by the toss of a coin.
The exercise is then more in the nature of a problem being worked out by two people
rather than a contest.

There is of course another alternative and that is to employ the services of an
Umpire whose word shall be final. I well remember my introduction to Wargaming of a
sort nearly fifty years ago. My brother and I played on a 1" Ordnance Survey Map
with small cardboard columns and lines and my father was the umpire and frustrated
such dubious moves as my locating a field gun in a Church tower to gain height or
hiding a regiment of cavalry in a quarry and pleading that they were out of sight of
opposing observation officers! The umpire system is difficult. Accusations of
partiality can arise and when the umpire i3 himself in a playing capacity on some
future occasion unpopular decisions will be remembered.

The only answer seems to be either only to play with like-minded and un-argu-
mentative opponents agreeing to resolve the un-resolvable by compromise or a throw
of the dice, or as I most frequently do play Solo!
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WARSHIPS

FLE3TLINE 1/1200 MODEL WARSHIP KITS range of highly detailed
waterline models, accurate and easy to assemble. All parts

are metal and each kit comes with an instruction sheet. PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

FD1 H.M.S. ARMADA - Battle class destroyer, 1st Group, 16 p8rt kit, length 95mm - 60p
FDla H.M.S. JUTLAND - Battle " " 2nd " " " 60p
FS2 H.M.S. TALLY-HO - British T-class submarine, 1 piece casting, length 71mm 25p
FM3 H.M.S. MARVEL - British Algerine class minesweeper, 1946, 14 part kit,

length olmm 45p
FMJb H.M.S. FANTOME - British Algerine clas3 minesweeper, 1942, 14 part kit,

length 6lmm 43p
FS4 H.K.S. ULMATUM - British U-cl'ass submarine, 2nd Group, 1940/43. 1 piece,

length 50mm 23p
FM3A H.M.S. ALGERINE - British Algorine class minesweeper, 1942, 14 part kit,

length 6lmm 43P
FS5 H.K.S. S::PTRE - British S-class submarine, 2nd .-roup, 194l/45» 1 piece,

length 55mm 25p
FEC6 H.M.S. PURSUER - British Attack clas3 escort carrier, length 127mm £1.98p
FA7 OHUKMAN WILDCAT (AIRCRAFT) - 4 per packet, suitable for H.K.S.Pursuer

per packet 13p
FS8 H.M.S. RESOLUTION - British Resolution class nuclear powered submarine,

length 100mm 30p

POSTAGE AND PACKING .... 4p per item. OVERSEAS .... ADD lO;' for postage.

•il Oj.je:! Dsrr,, :.c •;:) ralloc :k\.\ ;.'• • ::n o :\ co.xwn :.iv 2lu.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

3-iQi:5 BY DONALD FEAT!! RSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, si -r.ed by the author. Send
cash with order to Wargam?r's Newsletter.

ES - £1.90p. {06.00).
naval NA.r;.t::.;s - £2.45r. (#7.oo1.
air .:a::.;a:^3 - ;i.65p. (5(5.00).
adyancjd ::•>:' ;a; ns - -:2.45p. ($57.00).
v/A:jga:^ janiaigns - £2.45p. (#7.00).
.:a..ga""n.: :::t. u ;:•: tkn ages - 5000 jc to 1500 ad - i.3.oop. {•/. .
battles ::::: :: n::l | ld::-;r"3 I •.:}. iOp. (#•_.50).
:••., TL^. ili^S FOR ..;,j{GA jgRS - £"-1.15p. (jfo.OO).
301,0 :::-. i.;A:-^S -•Il'.oOp. (^7.50).
HAND" .-.;• ;'v.: ;.CL '. i,.;I^.-. J. IL 2 . .:3 - 3\p. {&-. 0),
. ~i..r.vN-.y ;:. jelling - c:\iop. (/-..oo).

i:~ ::i:::.,. t'.ij, - r:-NJ ••.•.:.•; .c: DjggHT .:.•, .:,. ; - :5.00". (558.50).

L.55p. (5(5.00).

.1.65p. (}!'i.oo).

1. Rules for Ancient Wm- -ames (1000 1C to 90C AD) by Tony Rati.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Nurope (with supplementary rules for operation in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic ,'argames by Donald Feathere tone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Feathersto. e.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wnrgames (includin- Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wnrgame in German South-West Africa (includin- ruleu for

early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
0. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

20p each (50c) or the set of 9 for £1.50p (#4.50) includin: postage.
7ARga:::3 terrain - 55P. (#2.00).

Payment in sterling from overseas - add %'.• for extra posta ,-e.

at :
• I, 56 - £1. 10p.
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Book Reviews

COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1857-1901 by Donald
Featherstone. (10" x 7.V'; 225 pages; 79 maps -
David and Charles - £3»95p).

The author obviously needs no introduction to
readers of the Wargamer's Newsletter. In this hi:;
latest, and possibly most ambitious book to date,
the author sets out to provide the reader with ou- -
line accounts of no less than 45 campaigns carried
through by Queen Victoria's Army for reasons imperial of punitive. Even 'iven their
superior organisation and weaponry, it is amazing how much success attended the arms
of expeditions great an' small - although of course there were exceptions. The major
enemies, especially in tropical climbs, were disease, geography and exhaustion, al
though this is not to belittle the fighting abilities of such native opponents as the
Zulus, Afghans cr Sikhs.

r. Featherstone is to be congratulated on producing so useful a work. Inevit
ably he has space for little detail, but he conveys the flavour of many a military
occasion, whether obscure or well-known, and whets the reader's appetite for further
knowledge. He includes interesting chapters on "The Victorian Soldier" and "The
Weapons that Won an L,'m; ire" (although it is a pity he did not have space for similar
consideration of the officers, or of the Indian Army, but obviously he had to draw
the line somewhere), and his section on "Recommended Reading" provides a starting
point for those wishing to delve deeper. A strong feature of the book is its illus
tration with no less than 79 maps. These will be especially welcome to the wargamer,
••ho will be able to base many happy hours on the material provided here. But this is

book that will appeal to many other readers outside our special fraternity; and the
-ice is reasonable for so much accurate and attractively presented information. No

•.oubt the specialist in this or that colonial war will feel that more detail is needed
to do justice to his subject, but for what it sets out to provide - an overall survey
or "appetiser" covering a long and fascinating period - this book is to be strongly
recommended.

(Reviewed by David Chandler).

VITORIA 1815 by Lt.Colonel J.P.Lawford. (8?" x 5-j"; 75 pages; 6 maps and dia
grams - Knight'3 Battles for Wargamers - £1.00p).

This book as might be expected is a concise and accurate summary of the battle.
It illustrates the quality of Wellington both as a strategist and tactician. The
maps and narrative explain clearly the separate, yet related, parts of the battle and
it3 aftermath.

As with some of the other volumes in this series it does not give adequate
analysis of factors which would enable the battle to be fought as a wargame. The de
finition of areas in which guns cannot fire - as suitable gun platforms could not be
found - is novel. The importance of surprise and timing in the battle is stressed,
but it would perhaps be useful for them to have been dealt with in the context of a
table-top re-enactment of the battle.

(Reviewed by Ken Brooks).

OMDURMAN by Philip Ziegler. {$&" x 6"; 240 pages; 35 plates; 8 full-page
coloured plates; 7 maps. Collins - £3.00p).

This is a gorgeous book, beautifully and lavishly illustrated with excellent
maps and some fine coloured uniform plates of both 3ritish, Egyptian and Dervishes.
Telling in the most detailed manner, the story of a battle, fought in Waterloo-style,
that wiped out an army in an almost unparalleled manner^ i-j, is the story of the
power of the very latest weapons of their day against the stark courage and dignity
of the ill-led Dervish Arr.y. Even so, there were moments when the result of the
battle hung in the balance. If for nothing else, Omdurman was notable for one of the
last full-scale cavalry charges of 3ritish military history.

AN ASSEMBLAGE OF INDIAN ARMY SOLDIERS AND UNIFORMS. (9Jj" x 6£" - Perpetua Press
Limited - £4.75p).

This book is a literal work of art in every sense of the word, containing 41
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full-page coloured plates of soldiers of the Indian Army plus large numbers of head
and shoulder colour paintings all by Chater Paul Chater (1878-1949). In addition
there is a most interesting text on the Armies of India 1609-1914 by Michael Glover
with a foreword by Antony Brett-James. Each plate is accompanied by a short history
of the regiment and details of its uniform. The only other book which in any sense
resembles this is the famous "Armies of India" by MacMunn, long out of print and only-
obtainable if you are a wealthy man! Occasionally books come along which are a
pleasure and honour to own - this is one of them.

GUIDE TO THE BATTLEFIELDS OF BRITAIN AND IRELAND by Lt.Colonel Howard Green. (7"
x 4j"; 309 pages; 26 illustrations nlus a map for each of 52 battles. Constable -
£2.25p).

If you are one of those lucky people like me and can take time off to amble a-
round the battlefields of Europe then this book will be invaluable to you. If you
are only interested in reading about or occasionally visiting the battlefields of
Britain and Ireland then you will find this a very fine guide. If you want to war-
game these battles then it is made to measure with its simple maps and salient de
tails of the battle. One of the snag3 about going over battlefields is that they
have considerably altered' since the original conflict took place - this book has some
most helpful present-day details of the various fields which should iron out some
problems.

UNIFORMS OF THE NAPOLEONIC WA^RS IN COLOUR 1796-1814 by Jack Cassin-Scott. (8" x
5'a"5 195 pages; 80 pages of coloured plates and numerous black-and-white line draw
ings - Blandford Press - £1.65p).

After a brief historical introduction, this book discusses and compares the evo
lution of uniforms, equipment and weapons of the Napoleonic Wars which are emphasised
with such interesting facts as in the Italian Campaign of 1945-44, from the landings
at Salerno to the fall of Rome, the Allied 5th Army lost scarcely any more men than
the French lost at Borodino in eleven hours, on a front of 35 miles. If I have a
quarrel with this book it is because the illustrations are not in any order of date
or nationality and many seem to be selected because of their singularity, such as the
2nd Greek Light Infantry of the British Army in 1813! A small point, the author's
Cacadores do not conform to illustrations of them in the Military Museum in Lisbon
which I visited recently. The illustrations are very nicely done, many of them show
ing back views so that this book is an extremely useful one for the Napoleonic war-
-amer, particularly if used in conjunction with Funcken.

CASSBLL'5 3I0GRA1NICAL DICTIONARY OF THE AMERICAS V.'AR OF INDEPENDENCE 1765-176 5
by Mark M. Boatner. (8£" x 5.'"; 1,287 pages; innumerable maps; Jassell - £6.50p).

The bi-centenary of the American War of Independence makes this essential read
ing although it is as a work of reference that its value will be unsurpassed. Con
taining nearly 2,000 entries, it discusses 15 major campaigns including 200 land
actions and 20 naval actions. Written in an easy style, it gives opinions and criti
cisms although laid out in the style of a dictionary. At the time it arrived I was
working on a wargaming book covering the American War of Independence and I do not
think I could have done it without the help of Nark '.'.. Boatner!

CA33ELL|S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL ".,'AR 1361-1065 by Hark M.
!ioatner. (8£" x 5i"; 974 paces; 86 maps and diagrams - Cassell - £o.5Cp).

A sister volume to that mentioned above, this stupendous work of reference has
over 4,000 entries; 2,000 biographical sketches of Civil War leaders; details all
major campaigns.and battles, the lesser battles, engagements and skirmishes; deals
with 120 armies and 40 corps and smaller units; naval engagements; weapons-with a
most valuable bibliography. Arranged in dictionary fashion, the volume is set out
alphabetically and carefully cross-referenced. There are maps of all engagements
plus an "Atla3" of sectional maps. If you are a wargamer in the American Civil War
period then this book at your elbow will probably eliminate the need for any others!

ARMY UNIFORMS OF WORM WAR 2 by Andrew Mollo and Malcolm McGregor. (8" x 5..";
80 pages of coloured uniform and equipment illustrations. Blandford Press - £1.50p
net).

Packed with very fine drawings backed by thorough research, this book contains
coloured pictures of the uniforms of every army that took part in World War II, de
tailed nationally and chronologically, together with colour drawings of helmets,
equipment and weapons. It is beautifully produced and, in this day and age, extreme
ly reasonably priced. Very useful to the "modernist" wargamer and will save him a
great deal of research in a number of other volumes. One small point, I served in
the Royal Tank Regiment in Italy and we never got tank suits as shown in plate 170
although it is stated that they were issued in northern Europe in late 1944.
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COLDSTREAM GUARDS DRESS AND APPOINTMENTS 1658-1972 by Charles Stadden. (8|" x
6z"; 84 pages packed with photographs and drawings, some coloured. Almark Publica
tions - £2.25p).

Whatever Charlie Stadden does is of an incomparable standard and this book is no
exception. His drawings are those we know so well and the many unique photographs he
has collected are of absorbing interest. I have a very soft spot for the Coldstream
Guards as I spent four very arduous weeks on an N.C.O's cadre course with them in
1943! I also have a very soft spot for Charlie Stadden who has more talent in his
little finger than most of us in the whole of our bodies - this book bears out that
statement!

CHERITON 1644 - The Campaign and the Battle by John Adair. (9jn x 6^"; 232
pages; 28 plates and photographs; 5 maps. The Roundwood Press - £4.25p).

A beautiful scholarly book, finely put together with many "small" thumbnail
sketches which have really caught the flavour of the period. The maps are excellent,
one has an overlay which makes it most enlightening. Similarly, the plates are
beautiful, almost works of art and the whole does justice to an author, for many
years Senior Lecturer of Military History at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst,
and a leading light in the Sealed Knot. The book covers the campaign and includes
actions at Alton, Basing House, Arundel and other places. It gives the Order of
Battle at Cheriton and the casualties and discusses in an extremely useful manner,
the site of the battlefield for those who wish to go there today. Living near it I
have been there many times but will still find this book helpful. One slight irrita
tion is the pages of writing in their original spelling which are not good for an im
patient man like me!

LOVE LOYALTY -The Close and Perilous Siege of Basing House 1645-1645 by Wilf
Emberton. (9in x 57"; 124 pages; 14 plates and photographs; 1 map.Emberton - £2.75)

This is a beautifully researched/documented book, written with devotion and
affection by a man who lives in the area and is steeped in the history of the period.
The foreword by Brigadier Peter Young does him justice. It is hard to realise that,
in the days of runs and gunpowder, an English house could withstand a siege for two
years until one realises that Basing House was, next to Windsor Castle, the biggest
house in England at the time! The book includes minute details of Basing House and
the cast of the characters involved in the momentous happenings around the building.
There are details of the events before the siege and details of the siege itself in
cluding reports on the fights at Alton and Cheriton. We of the Wessex Military
Society are fortunate in having Wilf Emberton speaking to us on the siege of Basing
House which fits in with the English Civil War wargames project that the Club are at
present planning. The book contains a most useful appendices and all-in-all is an
absolute "must" for anyone interested in the English Civil War.

BRITISH ARTILLERY ON LAND AND SEA 1790-1820 by Robert Wilkinson-Latham. (9J" x
7^-"; 112 pages; many plates and line drawings. David end Charles - £5.60p).

What a month it is for good books and this one is well up to the standard!
3eautifully produced with the knowledge and keeness that we expect from this author,
this attractive book is comprehensive and detailed. Its plates are excellent and the
information it gives about guns on land and sea throughout the Napoleonic period to
gether with uniforms of the army and navy and their sidearms are as good as we expect
from this authoritative author. It is an absolute mine of information for the war
gamer and a source of interest in reading for everyone else. There is no excuse for
not having authentic cannons in your Napoleonic armies now!

SWORDS Atip BLADES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION by George C. Neumann. (12:?" x 9'.";
288 pages; more than 1,600 illustrations. David and Charles - £9.50p).

This is coffee-table book at a coffee-table price and, if you are an enthusiast
it could well make you drool! After I had got over my astonishment at the enormous
variety of swords and blades in this period I began to understand the interest and
enthusiasm that could be aroused so that there are sufficient purchasers to make
publication of such a book justifiable. There are some simply beautiful line draw
ings of soldiers of the period and their equipment - certainly enough to make the
book of interest to wargamers - particularly in this approaching bi-centenary of the
American Revolution. There is some interesting reading on tactical lessons of the
period and styles of fighting which will be of fjreat value to the man attempting to
simulate this period on table-top battlefields.

THE AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN \RMY OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR by Albert Sea ton with colour
plates by R.Ottenfeld.

The Seven Years V/ar holds great fascination and promise for wargamers but up to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by Barrie W. King

Minied!!

In case you hadn't noticed, wargaming is just experiencing a revolution. Now,
for the first time, it is possible to buy wargame armies cheaply, fight battles at a
ratio of 1:1 if you wish, and, most of all, lack of a spare room does not matter all
that much. Yes - you've guessed it - 5mm Mini-minifigs.

Not for me now the expense of 3aving £s for a unit of fragile (albeit beautiful)
figures, hours - nay days - spent painting, re-painting, trying eventually to stick
broken swords, bayonets back on, nor the make-shift table, not big enough to fight a
small action on properly, with very little attempt at realism in the contour-block
hills and cardboard strip rivers. Now, with 5mm a regiment of infantry at 1:10 costs
20p, a whole army fits easily in the pocket, and best of all, one can fight marvel
lous battles on a 2 foot'square board! (The ones I have made are contoured with per
manent villages, etc., on them - they fit together in various ways to give different
kinds of terrain. The set of 9 gives me a total scale area of 36 square miles!). In
fact, each battle now becomes a campaign, with plenty of space. Realistic - you bet!
Scenery is ridiculously easy - ceiling tiles cut to shape form the basic contours,
these are then covered with layers of pasted newspaper, painted, or flocked for more
realism. Woods and trees are simply bits of Lichen glued on, whilst houses are easily
made from balsa, which also, used in thin strips, makes fine walls. All at virtually
nil cost!

The figures themselves are easily painted, lacking general detail as they do. I
saw one block per unit in 2 for easier casualty reckoning, also, a small piece of card
stuck on the base, leaving about f." protruding at the rear, for unit details, refer
ence number, etc.

These mini-armies are tremendously impressive en masse, and, as one is, in effect,
viewing the scene from a greater height, tactics can be seen working (or failing)
aore easily. Minifigs are certainly to be congratulated on their foresight in pro
ducing these. Think of all those lovely 54mm you'll be able to afford with the money
you have saved! !!

I HAVE BEEN TO WARSAW

by

Ron Sargent

The area around Warsaw abounds with battlefields. I bought an historical map
the other day which gives most of them, but none of the I'oli3h-Soviet Var of 1919-20.
There is a Napoleonic one near a bridge over the Vistula just north of the city which
we have picnicked on a couple of times and on which one can easily imagine the scene,
One bank of the river rises very steeply with a village on the crest completely dom
inating the bridge. It is a lovely defensive position; a bit open by modern stand
ards, but just right for the old musket days. I think the wife is a bit reluctant to
go picnicking there again as I spend most of the time estimating ranges and doing
recces for gun lines!

The Polish Army Museum here is very good indeed and I have already made two
visits to it. You have to make allowance for a little propaganda from World War II
onwards, but nevertheless the exhibits ire well presented. The displays cover the
history of Polish fighting men right from earliest times with the famous winged
horsemen of the Jan Sobieski/as the centre piece. The Napoleonic and Congress King
dom armies get good coverage with some splendidly preserved uniform items. Contrary
to what you might expect the insurrections against Russian occupation receive due
prominence. They have a full uniform of the famous Death Zouave3. It is only from
the First World War onwards that things get a bit suspect. The Soviet-Polish War of
1919-20 is only covered from the point of view of the Communists who supported the
Red Army invasion. There is a display of Polish participation in the International
Brigade in Spain, which is really nothing to do with the regular Polish forces. The
1959 campaign maps show no invasion arrows from the Soviet Union. Surprisingly the
Free Polish Forces in the West get a good coverage. Thi3 I understand was taboo
until a few years ago. Our Defence Section at the Embassy is kept pretty busy with
requests to the War Office from Poles claiming their World War II medal3. The final
Dart of the museum deals with the Warsaw Pact armies. They have the uniforms and
medals of all the armies on display so one can compare them. In my estimation the
East German Army looks the best with the Bulgars an ugly last.



THE COLONIAL
SKIRMISH WARGAME

RULES 1850 - 1900

by Mike Blake, Steve Curtis,

Ian Colwill and Ted Herbert.

The days of glorious Empire and Colonial
expansion! See Young Winston leading the
charge of the 21st Lancers at Omdurman, his

ten shot Mauser blazing. Hear the nerve-

tingling yells of swift-riding Tuaregs as they
circle the last three Legionnaires at the water-
hole. Feel the tense anticipation of your men
as they prepare to meet the coming Zult attack at Rorke's Drift.

These rules bring you hot, personalised, squad-level action. Each man is a character
in his own right. With percentages used for all the calculations to give flexibility and
realism. The neccesary 20-sided Percentage Dice for the game are also available at
30p per set. So come back with us now to the glory that was Empire!

WESTERN GUN FIGHT

Back in '72, when we was pushing beeves
up through the Nations, did you help fight

off those Cheyanne Dog Soldiers?

In '81, when Virg, Morg, Wyatt and Doc

met the Clantons and McLoweries in the OK Corral, did you see the dust settle?

Live again the legendary deeds of the American frontier - only this way you find out
what it was really like. These are the personalised rules that let you tangle with the
toughest and come out on top. The best value set of rules around today, with so
much more to offer from exploits of yesterday.

Bring all the colour and drama of the Old West to your table.

Al I the above are available now from: STEVE

RULES

CURTIS -

SKIRMISH WARGAMES
Individualised

WARGAMING

PRODUCTS

"THE LAZY B' 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD, WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHR.
WESTERN GUNFIGHT RULES price 50p (#5-50, inc. airmail to USA).
COLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES price £1 (#5-50, inc. airmail to USA) .
20-sidcd Percentage Dice (for use with Colonial Rules) price 30p per pair.

(#2-60, inc. airmail to USA).



BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

REARGUARD AT ROWIfEY WARREN

by Russ Edwards

This battle was part of a campaign in which
Allied Pletron and Martonian forces, starting north
of the river Ouse and east of the River Ivel above
Biggleswade, tried to capture Luton. The opposing
Chyastian forces were deployed well back from the
river along a line of wooded hills running through
Hillbrook, Ampthill, Clophill, Chicksands and Stan-

'—-w^^""'*- •^••**^»»- *• ford, with only a minor force of militia and Peoples
Liberation Army left at the river. The Chyastian commander did not expect to hold
the river line, hoping that after their initial assault across the Ouse, the Pletron-
ian armour and motorised ^nfantry would outstrip their non-motorised infantry, as
actually occurred when armour backed by panzer grenadiers swept down the road leading
south to Shefford, an important cross-roads, with a bridge over the River Ivel Navi
gation, seized by an earlier Pletron para-drop and under counter-attack by the Chyas
tian reserve. The aim of the Chysstian forces in $he Rowney Warren area was to delay
the main Pletron force so that Shefford could be retaken without interference.

Rules; Wargames Research Group Infantry Action Rules With certain adaptations.

F0RC3S

Pletron: 6 Sherman fireflies: 3 Shermans: 5 M10 tank destroyers: 3 Crusaders:
2 M42 AA tanks: 5 Trucks with recce group infantry: 3 Greyhound armoured

cars: 2 Buffaloes with infantry & 3 Half-tracks with infantry (about
company strength).

Chyastia: 3 Pattons: 2 Flak '88's with half-tracks: Heliborne platoon in infantry
role with 1 lorry: 3 Engineer squads with 1 lorry.

The Chyastian forces were all concealed except a section of Helitroops and the
three Pattons withdrawing from Keeper's Warren after destroyed the Greyhound leading
the Pletron column

Chyastian 25pdr and 155mm guns caught a Pletron group of 3 Fireflies and MIOs
('B' and 'D' troops, 5th Hakulyd Cavalry), damaging a Firefly, before causing 10
casualties to the panzer grenadiers deploying from their transport. Pletron counter-
battery fire then destroyed a 25pdr gun. The Pletronians moved forward and a
Chyastian Patton of the Atrapsian Guard exchanged fire with two MIOs; both missed
but the Patton, now behind the ridge, had slowed the Pletron advance. Smoke was
laid on that end of the ridge as the infantry of the 53rd Heavy Reconnaissance Platoon
deployed below the crest of the ridge, under cover of smoke.

A farmhouse near Rowney Warren was destroyed by shellfire, killing five Heli-
troopers of the 3rd section; the remaining five, including the section anti-tank
weapon (Helitroops carry more heavy support weapons due to their need to be self-
reliant), survived because they were concealed in the hedgerow 150 metres to the
right of the house.

Awaking to the danger of infantry using the cover of the smoke to attack the
Pattons the Chyastian commander sent the 1st (lorried) section to cover the vulner
able Guard tanks. Three MIO's went through the smoke to attack the right hand
Patton at close range (this Patton had already immobilised an M42 AA tank of the
Recce Platoon as it felt its way along the disused railway cutting). Emerging from
the smoke the MIO's were fired on by the Patton and the 88mm suns of the Ziarsaci
Battery, Imperial Artillery. Two MIOs were destroyed, snd the other had its gun
damaged.

Suddenly a Greyhound flashed out of the smoke, opened up on the Helitroop's
lorry, and put it out of action before retiring; only 4 troopers survived. The 3
Shermans and Firefly took on the left hand Patton as the Allied infantry transport
approached.
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As 4 Fireflies lined up on the ridge opposite the centre Patton, the Pletronian
reserve arrived with two more of the formidable MIOs. The smoke on the Chyastian
right allowed them to switch their fire to the centre, aided by the survivors of 3
section in the hedge. Tiro Fireflies were knocked out and the two surviving tanks
were unable to turn their machine guns on the Helitroopers.

The Chyastians '88's were destroyed by shellfire, the infantry on the ridge were
neutralised by the Recce infantry; a near miss on the left hand Patton put it tempor
arily out of action. The Fletron Shermans in line, swept in over the lane to the
farmhouse, three being destroyed on a minefield and the 2 section anti-tank gunner,
from the cover of Rowney Warren, hit the end tank.

The Chyastian commander now attempted to withdraw, but was observed and the
Pletronian commander pushed all his armour forward, to knock out three Chyastian
tanks. With its last 3hot, the centre Patton, stopped one Crusader and another was
completely destroyed by a bazooka-man in the wrecked lorry, who was immediately killed
by machine-gun fire from the remaining Crusader.

The infantry battle on the left was costly to the Pletronians; dismounting in a

Larr<* desriwitJ

cUshtittd
-7-(rvfttMf< °

4- HdifTTjop**-

hail of assault rifle fire, the ,;rcn~diors took heavy casualties out in the open as
the Helitroopers fought a rearguard action while 2 section and the Engineer squad
withdrew. The valiant Helitroopers could not disengage under the fire from the
mounted machine guns and cannon in the Buffaloes and half-tracks, and from the 192nd
Panzer Grenadier Company, and finally the survivors surrendered.

At a fairly heavy C03t, the Chyastians had succeeded in causing heavy casualties
in the Pletron force, whose commander later acknowledged that, in his haste to re
lieve the paratroops under attack in Shefford, he had tried to blast his way through,
misusing his infantry and losing 4 tanks. The Chyastian commander felt that his
initial infantry concentrations in Rowney Warren was a mistake, though it remained
unexploited by the Pletronian commander.

L'.'^oES: Pletron: - 30 Infantry casualties: 2 Fireflies heavily damaged, 2 lightly:
2 Shermans destroyed, 1 lightly damaged: 2 MIOs destroyed, 1 lightly damaged:
1 Crusader destroyed, 1 lightly damaged; 1 M42 AA heavily damaged; 1 Greyhound
destroyed, 1 lightly damaged.

Chyastia: 2 Pattons heavily damaged, 1 destroyed: 2 '88's destroyed: 1
25pdr destroyed: 39 Infantry out of 52 killed, wounded or captured.

As the battlefield was left in Pletron hands, they had possession of the damaged
tanks.
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NEW "COLONIALS" IN 15 mm From PETER LAING
This exciting new series, the first items to be issued are listed belo
wnrs nt the end ol the 19th century. Future issuos will includo: Ma
corps. Indian army, and further tribosmon etc.

) now available, will cover the period of colonial
art. Field artillery with limber and horses, camel

F60I British infantry marching
F602 Highlander marching
F603 British infantry advancing
F604 Highlander advancing
F605 Officer marching, with revolver
F606 Bagpiper marching
F607 British infantry firing, standing
F60B Highlander firing, standing
F609 British officer standing
F610 Boer tiring, standing

F611 Be
F612 Jil
F613 Hade
I 61 Pathan
F615 Path
F616 Zulu marching
M601 British lancer
M60? British cavalry.
A60I 2.5" R.M.L. Mountain

ah |De

king

(3 part kill

ago:
A603
A 604

A605 Holiographe

F215 ;
F216 I
M404 t

NEW HUMS
ossbowman
crossbowman

F617 Zulu Rilleman hung. A608 Standing Galling gunner 4p

F619 Zulu Rifleman f.i.ng.
15 pdr l.old gun. 3 part k.c 12p At 16 Howiller. 3 pari kit

At 19 Gunner *,th bucket
A120 Gunner v.th wnnnn

I2u

ing. kneeling 4p A612

V.GO.l „

M60S •In
M606
M607 Artillery horsu w.lhoul rider 6p M208 Charging Norman, itr. m . . -,l 8p

Send long S.A.E. for a ull list of other ranges: Marlburian. Feudal. A.W.I. Ancier
preference).

From: PETER LAING 11 BOUNDS OAK WAY. SOUTHBOROUGH. TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT TN4 OUB.
Post & Packing extra. Or dors up to £1-12p: £2-14p: £3-16p: £4-18p: ovor £5 free. (Tel. 0892 29911)

Model Militaire
71 barker road middlesbrongh teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

M A I ROMAN

MA 2 GREEK

HFPALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I LIONS MM 2 EAGLES. BOARS FL£URS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS

M M 4 CHEQUY.LOZENGY, BARS,GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS (1815) SELF ADHESIVE

SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm

12 DIFFERENTx 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

Rl I 1st GUARDS, 1st 4th, 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

Rl 2 2nd GUARDS. 3rd, 14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

40 P

40P

30P

H&P 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p,then 1p extra per item

NOW AVAIL;.3LS! Prussian Infantry 1815 Colours. 2/3; 2/4; 2/E Fruss.Gren.; 2/8; 2/9;
Lieb.Grens; 2/2; 2/5 plus blanks for completion as any regiment.

COMING! Russian colours then French.

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING
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LETTERS

"Despite the many criticisms of the magazine (some my own) it is still the best
around. I feel the basic problem isn't content, advocates of particular periods will
always consider themselves neglected (mea culpa), but style of writing by contribut
ors. I feel this is particularly true of the Battle Report. A good report shines
out e.g. Ken Bunger. Also there is generally a lack of humour. Articles such as
"I'm V/orried about the Inniskillings" are few and far between.

Still, please do not get disheartened. I think you will agree that controversy
is stimulating. I for one wouldn't be without my monthly Newsletter."

Mike Perkins of Hayes, Middlesex.

00O00

"All this critical nonsense about the old Newsletters doesn't really stand up.
I say much the same thing myself at times, indeed I have written to you with similar
sentiments. However, the old Newsletter contained much which would be quite out of
place in a current issue, because there are so many books and magazines now available
which deal with those subjects in depth. There are also specialist Societies with
their journals now in existence, and many Club magazines (our own 3. ...3. Journal was
a good example), and these obviously 3op the articles which might otherwise have
appeared in the Newsletter. In a wsy they are rood signs of increased interest, but
on the other hand they do tend to spread the available material over too wide an
area, thus making weak spots in many publications. Having been involved in the pro
duction of a Club journal I know how difficult (actually well nigh impossible) it is
to get contributions of any standard let alone being able to edit and reject sub
standard material! You have my deepest sympathies."

Mike Blake of Bristol.

ooOoo

"I am a subscriber to your magazine Warramer's Newsletter. - would like to say
your last two issues have been very pleasing in format and content with my special
thanks for the articles dealing with the Wargames Research Group Ancient Rules. In
case you should care to know Airfix HO.00 scale Miniature Box kits are now being sold
in Hawaii (Honolulu) so there is a good possibility that our hobby will - no not in
crease - but simply start. 3efore now you can simply not imagine how dead the war-
gamin." world in Hawaii was. Doubtlessly those who start out (at least some) with
Airfix will switch eventually to metal soldiers. By the way the Airfix sets sold
like hot cakes and the supply in most kits is zero. So the store ordered more and
the famous quote - "I have no idea when we will get more in, but we have ordered."
This Island is just too far away from some thin-;s. One last thing - am I the only
one to receive your magazine in Hawaii?"

Mark Rutledge of Honolulu, Hawaii.

-—ooOoo

"Well a lot has happened to the U.S. this last year. I hope things stabilise
soon, as I and my wife have been planning a trip over your way in '76. Just got
news about Arabs restricting oil today and dumping dollars on the market. That will
give you 3ome idea of the time la •.

Some thoughts on the controversies raging through the letters. First as to
prices charged us. It seems that the original price takes into account a reasonable
profit. On top of this the postage is also reasonable. WhBt begins to smell funny
is the charge to us seems to be twice the charge to you. Now why precisely two-to-
one escapes me. Oh well, you probably get the same raw deal going in your direction.

As for the letters, I think they are good when they express an idea other war-
garaers can use or when they talk about a convention or museum. I would have to agree
that ju3t reading "Keep up the good work" is not worth the paper. However, I suppose
that most letters are written as the person decides to renew and thus is in a very
warm mood towards the Newsletter.

I am displeased to see that Robert Jones is trying to start his argument all over
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again. After having gone through it in the "Courier" last winter I had hoped some
new ideas would be forthcoming. The only thing to say to him is he must not of heard
the oft misquoted: "If anything in real war resembles what takes place on the table-
top, it is purely coincidental." I hope he has fun, personally I already have a job.
We are GAMING, are we not?

We have recently started a campaign, three Prussian Brigades against three
French Brigades with attached heavy horse divisions. Have only fought the first
battle but it i3 quite a change from individual games. So long for now and "Keep up
the good work.""

S. Richard Black of Illinois, U.S.A.

---ooOoo—-

"In perusing the material in your magazine as well as others I subscribe to, I
note many arguments relative to scale, proportion, realism, playability, historical
accuracy, rules, authenticity, etc. Whatever happened to just having fun?"

' Tom King of Ohio, U.S.A.

—-ooOoo

"Almost every month that I reaeive your magazine I feel inclined to write to you,
taking up some point raised by yourself or readers, but I put off the act for a day
or so, then a week slips by, and suddenly a month has gone and the next Wargamer's
Newsletter arrives! Perhaps this is because I write for a living, and so dislike
writing in my rare spare time, which in any case is most often consumed oy the modell
ing or painting of some regiment or other. I had definitely decided I must spring to
your defence when Jonathan Palfrey wrote his long criticism . . . Fortunately others
did come forward.

This month I feel I really must write to you. It may be coincidence, or person
al prejudice, but the magazine 3eems to have improved considerably in recent months!
For example, Bruce Quarrie's excellent articles; the Guest Writer of the Month spot
- Charlie Wesencraft must be one of the few wargamers who can really pin down a war-
gamer with words as well as regiments; the battle report on Cedar Run (prejudice here
because I refought this one last year - with totally different results owing to
General Ricketts' 2nd Division arriving on the scene after eight moves); Reader's
Forum, Books, Firing into the Brown, Must List, Looking Around - all useful sections;
and now I even find myself aligned with your recent editorials - it is always reassur
ing to know that one is not the only player to have fierce arguments across the table!

In my personal opinion Wargamer's Newsletter is not only the only magazine for
wargamers, providing current information and views on wargaming in general, but it
also reflects the true spirit of wargaming, for it is a forum in which individuals
may express their opinions, no matter how violent or contrary to those of the editor,
or indeed to his own interests! It will be a sad day if the Newsletter ever packs up,
and as other readers have stated - the success and the quality of the magaxine depend
largely on the readers themselves. How about a New Year's resolution which says, I
will write something for the Newsletter next year?"

Terry Wise of Lydney, C.los.

00O00---

"Having just read your Editorial in the November issue, I am rather at a loss to
see why the game should have been abandoned. You see, two of us started a battle last
July which ended in the last week of September.

It started with a vanguard of Light Troops. I had the Light Division Ross's
Troop R.H.A. and 1st K.G.L. (Hussars) in due course the main armies arrived. Like
yourselves both of us have done a great deal of painstaking research. I would hesi
tate to say how long, but it is a matter of years. Now, when it came to a difference
of opinion we could, and did, refer to the particular book for the movement and tactic
or tactics we were using. Fortunately, as I have already mentioned, both of us having
studied this period were able to come to an agreement. But, as you will agree, both
of us being ex-soldiers, we could more or less agree on the solution.

During the whole of the battle neither of us delivered a cavalry charge but used
them as a threat to stop what might have been a dangerous move! We did, however, get
mixed up in a very untidy scrambling infantry melee when two regiments groping through
the smoke of a burning village blundered into each other. What made it all the more
enjoyable was the way, during the battle, the advantage rwiyed from one side to
another.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 25
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NEW 25 mm RANGE LIST

Foot Figures
Cavalry
Equipment

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
(FN)
FN31 French dismounted dragoon, fin

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
CAVALRY (FNC)
FNC41 Carabinrer at rest
FNC42 Carabinier Ollicer at rest

GREECE (AG)
AG6 Successor Phalangite
AG7 Mercenary Peltast with Thureu
AG8 Rhodian Slinger

GREEK CAVALRY (AGO
AGC3 Selucid Arab Cimelman - 25p

54 mm FIGURE RANGE
54mm FOOT FIGURES
F3 British Victorian. Gunner at drill, holding rammer 90p
F4 British Victorian. Gunner at drill, with hand lever 90p
F5 British Victorian. Gunner at drill, holding round 90p
F6 British Victorian. Gunner at drill, standing to gun 90p
F7 British Victorian. Gunner Olficer. at drill 90p
F17 British Royal Scots Grey Trooper, on loot, in

stable dress 90p
These figures arc suitable lor use with our 54mm models
ME/G'10 and ME/G/11

SASSANID PERSIAN
CAVALRY (ASC)
ASC4 Clibananus. charging
ASC5 Cataphract. charging

ANCIENT HORSES
(AH)
AH12 Half armoured horso. galloping
AH13 Cataphraci horse, rearing

EQUIPMENT GROUP (EG)
EG8 Macedonian War Elephant, driver

and three men - CI .02

75 mm FIGURE RANGE
75mm FIGURES (75)
75/6 French Ollicer de Grenadiers, tenue do service

1804-1810 nonchalant pose, holding bearskin.
loot on rock E2.25

75/7 French Grenadier de Mgne on tenue de route
1805-1807 standing holdirg musket, wearing
bonnet de police C2.25

OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED. UP-TO-DATE CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR RETAILER. 58p DIRECT

Naval Wargamers
We offer our own line of sailing ship kits for NAVAL WARGAMERS. All
kits feature cast metal hulls, pre-soldered maat and yard assemblies,
printed paper sails, building instructions and general painting guide.

NAPOLEONIC SERIES 1:1200 scale sailing ship kits.
N1. Gunboat... ...$.5° each
N2. Cutter .....$.50 each
N3. Bomb Ketch $.60 each
NLl. Brig $.75 each
N5. Sloop (corvette).$1.00 each

N6. Frigate $1.30 each
N7. Frigate (largo) $1.70 each
N8. 7li-gun Ship f2.10 each
N9. 100-gun Ship $2.90 each
N10. 120-gun Ship #4.1+0 each

B1. Booklet on building, painting, detailing, rigging and
converting this series $.50 each

ANCIENT SERIES 1:600 scale ship kits.
A1. Phoenician Merchant..$.50
A2. Phoenician Bireme....$.65
A3« Egyptian Merchantman.$.70
All. Egyptian Bireme... . ..£.60
A5. Greek Merchantman....#.50
A6. Greek Bireme $.65

A7. Roman Merchantman .$1.65
A8. Bireme/Trireme $ .65
A9. Trireme/Quadrireme §1*20
A10.Quadrireme/Quinuremo....$2.10
A11.Dekare ......$2.90

Ponna. residents must add i>% sales tax.
Pleasa add postage as follows** U.S., orders up to $10.00, add $1.00,
orders from $10.01 to $20.00, add $1.50, orders over $20.00, post free

Overseas** add 2$% of total order for surface mail or $0% for air mail

Post Office Box -11162. Ilarrisburg, Pennsylvania 11111
U.S.A.
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IN REPLY TO MR. D.CLARK'S ARTICLE

"SUPERIORITY IN ARMS" IN NEWSLETTER No. 140

by

Philip Haythornthwaite

I agree with much of what he aays, but he seems to have misunderstood my argu
ment completely. When I said "it is not the prosperity of nations that ultimately has
an effect on the field of battle", I meant exactly that - not concerning the results
of campaigns or wars, but the morale of the individual soldier, and it is this factor
that ultimately decides the outcome of a battle. Everything Mr. Clark says is true
about the wider issues of wars and campaigns; but it is the morale of the individual
rank and file which decides how effectively a charge shall be pressed home, whether n
strongpoint is held or taken, whether a charge is resisted. Even the best of generals
cannot achieve success if their troops do not respond to their orders.

As for my views lead'ing to "the performance being relatively fixed" - well, if
one reads history one will find that performances were relatively fixed! And if one
wants realism, there is no escaping from this! When performances are "relatively
fixed", then good generalship take* over from luck. There are, inevitably, the odd
exceptions to "national performance" which prove the rule.

Leadership is certainly important, but some armies have triumphed in spite of
rather than because of their leaders - the British infantry at Minden is a classic
example.

As to the British army always being up to date in equipment, I can only wonder
what the comments would be of the British soldiers who have frequently been faced
with the prospect of outdated and at times unworkable equipment!

British armies since 1688/(to use Mr.Clark's date) have been hampered by one
factor not yet considered - political pressure leading to interference in the conduct
of campaigns, the constant weakening of the army, and the refusal for economic
reasons to adopt modern equipment, sometimes reaching incredible proportions - at the
latter end of William III'3 reign there was a huge movement to abolish the standing
army completely!

"Only standing armies are effective" - how does Mr.Clark reconcile the American
War of Independence with that view? The Americans had no standing army, yet the
morale of their troops enabled the war to continue until the arrival of allies decid
ed the British fate. This war is a prime example of the superiority of British
morale, for the conflict can be seen as a civil war - the American colonists were of
British descent, and combined all the be3t aspects of their British birthright with
the pioneering qualities always associated with emergent nations..

The whole point is this - when armies are within bayonet distance - "at push of
pike and dint of butt" - it is the inherent national characteristics which decide the
outcome, be it British doggedness, French elan, or what you will. In regard to the
wider issues of wars and campaigns, everything Mr. Clark says i3 true - but there is
no escaping from the fact that in the heat of battle, amid the smoke and musket-flash,
when all other considerations are forgotten or negated, it is the inherent, sub
conscious national characteristics which take over. Even under the most adverse con
ditions, when badly-led, badly-equipped and sometimes half-trained, the British
soldier has proved himself to have no superior, and very few equals.

BOOKS - Continued from Page 28

at the Victoria and Albert Museum copying down details of their uniforms, to say no
thing of spending a lot of money on books and German cigarette cards - if this book
had been out all that could have been avoided! It is a very fine guide and mentor
for the wargamer who is fighting this period because it contains innumerable line
drawings together with 8 full-page coloured plates of German uniforms of the period.
One of the first of the "modern" wars - the Franco-Prussian War is worthy of far
;reater attention than wargamers devote to it.

All the above books are published by Osprey in their "Men-at-Arm3" series and
cost £1.25p each. All of them are 9?;" x 7J" in size, contain 40 pages and are packed
with line drawings plus 8 coloured pages of uniforms. It is not really fair to the
books themselves for Osprey to send me more than one at a time for review because
they are so good and informative that mass reviews like this hardly do them justice.
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MUST LIST
Seeking to mitigate the anger of my adv-rtisers, let me start off with some

apologies. On r-age 15 of the December 1973 issue of this magazine Peter Kemploy's
Northern Garrison had a full-page advertisement sadly maltreated by my typist who
used her imagination in the fourth and fifth lines down. Of course, this should
read "Each kit consists of chariot, two horses and 2 riders, beautifully cast,
assembled in minutes. Price 60p each." A bit further down the page my friend
Charlie Stadden has his name changed not exactly by deed-poll to Charles Stadded -
never ir.ind Charlie, if the orderly sergeant •jets confused it mi/-ht get you off doing
a guard! I hope that you all turn back to this advert on page 15 of the December
issue to re-rend it - thus givin.* th" northern Garrison two bites at the cherry and
stoppin : them being extremely vexed with me!

Another error, this time not my typist's fault, occurred on page 23 of the same
issue when the address for '.he American Bgents of MINIATURE FIGURINES was incorrectly
stated. It should be Steve Carpenter George .icott, Box P, Pine Plains, New York,
12567, U.S.A.

The latest news from Jack ocruby's new Soldier Factory at P.0.3ox 1658, Cambria,
Co. 95428, is contained in his Christmas Newsletter which lists a range of figures
for the Tolkien Middle Earth Fantasy wargaming. In an interesting manner, Jack has
used the various scales in which he manufactures to produce these perhaps queer
fi -ures. In his Newsletter he says "I went along with the Gygax scale for these
figures as outlined in his rule book "CHAINMAIL" (see pa--;e 2 "Firing Into The Brown")
with "men" in 50mm scale; hobbits ar<> 9mm scale and any of my "N" gauge Ancients or
the new 30 Years War figures can fill ur their ranks. 20mm Ancients or 25mm
Mediaevals can become dwarf armies, while the 1 inch 30 Years \'ar models will be .good
for "man" size armies as well as some special Viking and Gaul 50mm figures." Jack
list includes a 54mm C.-re: an Bnt (tree); a 40mm Super-Hero in chainmail; a 50mm
:-ard on a rearin.- horse; a 27nn "Jive: n 50mm Giant Ore; a ?5mm Ore; a 20mm Dwarf

"r:d a 20mm Goblin. I now feel like writing ba'-.ble, he >ble , beible, bBoble!

Jack has always been up-to-date and he is nox>? catering for the Individual Skir
mish war :amers where one soldier represents one historic man. Jack has designed some
highly individualistic soldiers in 45mm scale for Napoleonic warrjaming of this type,
soldiers that can be ;iven names,that are highly beautifully detailed and that will
have individual traits. As Jack says "What could be greater than a sharp little

action around 0 farmhouse in "jpain in 1S11 .... a skirmish between Serjeant La Due's
group of French Li-ht Infantrymen and a patrol of British 95th Riflemen under the
leadership of the redoubtable gorpor;.! ")odd .... to see who ;ets to that wine barrel
hidden in the cellar!" At 35 cents each Jock con supply a French patrol of Carabin-
iers and Voltigeurs (9 models in all) and Corporal Dodd's 95th Riflemen (6 models in
all) at 85 cents each or $6.75 for the French set and #4.50 for the English -roup.

Jack also lists his latest "N" gauge (9mm) figures of the 50 Years War - a most
interesting ran.re of Pikemen, Musketeers, Sword and Buckler men, runners, Halbardiers,
Cuirassiers, Dragoons, Reiters and Croat i,i.:ht Cavalry. Jack's Napoleonic rules book
"FIR ; AND CHA l!E" is out of print and will not be republished in its present form
and Volume 2 of the S'.LDIiJR FACTORY NEWS will contain a good set of rule3 for fi.-ht-
itif African Colonial Wargomes (especially in ">.'" ;auge?. "'here is so much life and
colour pourin.: out of oil these Newsletters of Jack Scruby's that I can hardly wait
to get across there and ,-et myself a slice of the action which 1 hope to do within
the next eighteen months!

Bad news from Alec Collett who makes that interesting little range of SPRINGWOOD
plastic 25mm Napoleonic fi rures. He writes - "Due to the now frightening shortage of
plastic, my range of infantry figures has had to stop, and it is most unlikely that
the cavalry will ever reach the market. Durin ; the last few weeks the price of
elastic has risen by over 100,., and that is just the start! However I might think

'.'•">ut some special orders, done more as a personal favour and to a revised price to
reflect their true production cost." Arising from the non-arrival of an order, both
ilec Collett and the Oxford Model Centre ask me to point out that advertisements in
a British magazine obviously cover only the United Kingdom postage rates, yet over
seas customers repeatedly send only sufficient Cash to only cover the exact amount
advertised without any excess for exchange or overseas postage. It costs 55p to
change an overseas cheque through the bank and if a further airmail letter has to be
.sent asking for extra cash then it makes the proposition extremely uneconomical so,
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my overseas readers (particularly those in America) please ascertain how much extra
is required to cover bank handling ch3rge3 and extra postage before remittin ;.

I am told that American Neville Stocken, under the name of "Archive Miniatures"
is going to turn out 25mm Ancient3; 54-im liapoleonics and 25mm Crusaders and Saracens.
My informant tells me that the master figures he has seen are great with a lot of
detail and are well animated and every attempt is to be made to price them at an
economical rate that will make them competitive .with similar 3ritish figures.

An American correspondent, Donald A. Wolff of Columbus, Ohio, writes - "The
item which attracted me in the September issue, occurred in the "Must List". Since
November 1972, I have made a couple large individual and joint orders (#100+), and
several small orders varying between #5 and #50 from Hinton Hunt in London. I have
received the best of service and attention. In no case have I had any disappointment
with the manufacturer. The problems that have developed lie with the postai system,
particularly ours. Posted parcels, from the date of the stamp cancellation, take
from three to five months to arrive in my mailbox. The major hang-up is the port of
entry. It has not been beyond normal occurrences for such mail to simply disappear.
Note that issues of Wargamer's Newsletter normally take three months to arrive, and
in one year the December issue arrived before the November issue! If one orders
some product and then changes his .address, he can pretty well for:et about that
order ever being delivered.

As far as piracy goes, two "producers" of figures, are making copies of the
Hinton Hunt figures. However, both are rather marginal and sometimes very poor
copies, and if one purchases in bulk from Hinton Hunt, the originals are cheaper.
These copiers do moke alterations which Hinton Hunt does not carry: Brunswick Light
Infantry, Swedish Guard Infantry, Croat/Dalm-tian Infantry, Russian Infantry in
greatcoat and Kiwer, Austria/Prus3ian/& Russian standard-bearers and Smolensk Militia
w/pikes. I am still trying to figure-out whose artiller- tey are copying (I susnect
Hinchliffe).

I never have pretended to be very well informed about board wargames but I can
still feel a bit embarrassed by the review on page 19 of the October 1975 Wargamcr's
Newsletter of the "Avalon Hill" ..-ame Dunkerque. I hove received an understanding
and not unfriendly letter from Simulations Design Corporation of F.0.3ox 19096, San
Diego, California 92119, -.3.A., who -ently point out that "we enjoyed your review
of Dunkerque 1940 in Wargamer's Newsletter "o. 159. However, it is not ;ublished by
Avalon Hill but by us!" I refuse to be blamed for this because the review was by
Ian Foley who should know better!

It will be noted that the"Books" section this month is rather overloaded so I
would like to refer to a new David and Charles paper covered edition of that excel
lent book "3attle Honours of the British Army from Tangier 1662 to the Commencement
of the Reign of Kim? Edward VII" by C.B.Norman at £1.95p. Reviewed in the February
1972 Newsletter, in hardback this book cost £4.20p so at the new price this is a
very good buy. A mine of information and an invaluable reference source, it is
divided into sections each containing a description of the battle, a list of the
units involved together with casualties and battle honours.

Subscriber Martyn Millard refers to an interesting little book obtainable at
25p from H.M. Stationery -Office - "The Arms and Armour of Old Japan" which contains
a text and 26 black-and-white plates and is of the greatest value to those wargcmers
interested in Samurai.

All good games must have rules and it helps if the rules are ::ood too. It is
well known that those put out by the Wargaraes Research Group (Bob O'Brien, 75
Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex) are excellent. Recently they have put out on
up-to-date set of their original rules "1,060 3C to 1,000 AD" which are considered
to be the international standard rules for this period. One particularly pleasing
aspect of these new rules is the very much improved and clearly printed quick refer
ence calculation card - the small print on the original one turned me and a lot of
other people against these rules on occasions!

Steve Curtis of Skirmish Wargames Individualised Wargaming Products ("The Lazy
B", 13 St. Decuman's Road, Watchet, Somerset TA25 OHR) writes!- "A few slight alter
ations to our forthcoming rules - we are re-naming what was to be the 1'Frontier"
rules, the OLD WEST SKIRMISH RULES, which we hope will be available by March '74.
This is closely followed by the NAPOLEONIC SKIRMISH RULES which should please many
and we hope these will be ready during next summer. Then we 3hall be doing the
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. CI :.'.".' SKIRMISH RULES which will mo3t likely be available for Christmas '74. The
rest of the rules in preparation, such as the Mediaeval Skirmish, Modern Skirmish and
so on, we hope to tackle during 1975- Meanwhile, we have sold out most of the first
printing of the COLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES and ore now doing a re-print."

Still on rules, my friend Keith Robinson, that energetic ond stimuloting
character whose departure to Peterborough was their gain and Southampton's loss, has
sent me an interesting set of rules entitled THE LAST SEA BATTLES. Following closely
on their success with MINI TANK RUinS, Leicester Micro Models Limited have produced
these rules to accompany their expanding range of 1:4800 scale 'World War I warships.
The contents cover the many facets of naval enga -ements of this period with a full
four pages taken up with the elemental (as in weather) aspect, incorporating sunrise
and sunset times for each month and a wind strength table related to the Beaufort
Scale. Phe bulk of information deals with the ships themselves, their movement,
armour and -unnery capabilities. There are many tobies covering gun strength, point
of impact, armour penetration and, something new in wargames rules, a scale for hit
probabilities based upon gun bore, range of target ond type of target, which are
easy ar.d quick to use. Other headings are torpedoes, submarines, minefields, smoke
screens, night actions, signalling and finally campaign rules, which deal with the
aspects of air reconnaissance, fuel consumption and ship fuel capacities; refueling
and re-arming. These rules still call for the extensive use of Individual Ship Cards,
particularly if a camps! t. is planned but then such an involved opprooch is the price
one pays for workable realism, applying that word reservedly to wargames. Many of
Keith Robinson':; ideas are highl •ori ;in;:l and like all his work on wargaming, authen
tically correct and his depth of research is well known. The "LAST SEA BA TLES"
is available fro:- Leicester Micro Models at 5 Goes Barton, ':ailsea, Bristol, price
55p.

Prom •'-.- same suppliers I understand that the following 1:300 scale metal
armoured fi htin vehicles ere now available at 7p each. Britain - Vickers Light
Tank, Carrier A9 Tank, Scainmel Breakdown Jrane: '". :.3.R. - 3T 7, BA-10M A/Car, JS-2,
U-15?: Jerroan - 30001. Truck, Cebelwerfer, Murder 111, Pak 76.2: French - CHAR 31:
lerican - :'.c: ' :•: -: 'ruck, I'r Pield Jun, M8 A/Car.

Just to show th3t Miniature Figurines are not resting on their laurels, Ron
:iles oroudly presented me with o set of their latest items - Spaceships! Ingenu
ously mo elled so as to fit into each other and onto a pylon for -ames-u3e, this is
i most interesting range which I stron-ly recommend to those wergamers who indulge
in this sort of thin- or wish to use them as the symbols in a board wargame. A few
days ago I received a letter from a subscriber most interested in wargaming with the
Mini-Minifi •;•..-. -lrnontal blocks but felt that the range was not sufficiently com
plete for his purposes. I communicated this information to Seville Dickinson whose
reply will no doubt be of interest to other collectors of this scale.

"Fortunately Dick Higga is built like every normal person, having only one pair
of hands to design with end only 24 hours a day at his disposal. Command strips
have been will be in production very shortly while troops for the British
Household Cavalry and -.he French Dra -oons already exist as numbers 15N55 and 15N57.
British Riflemen are so similar to the 3ritish Light Infantry that it would appear
pointless for us to make a specific figure but we agree that a separate command strip
is necessary. As to the absence of French Light Infantry, authentic information
suggests that the only difference in their uniform to that of the French Line is that
Line wear white trousers. Currently in production but not yet advertised or listed
are Prussian, Austrian and Russian Infantry ff-ures together with some command strips"

I.'. OKING AROUND - Continued from Page 27.

•jr. o.i mm; Carrier M.543; ierraan World War I tank A7V; Universal Carrier Australian
fa' tern: plus reviews of books, kits, etc.

TRADITION - No.71. Beautifully illustrated articles on the War in Mexico 1864-1867;
Lances and Pennants of the Prussian Army 1809-1914; The Austro-Prussian War of 1866:
6 full coloured plates of Neapolitan Royal Guard 1852, Standards, Grenadier Guards
1853. Line Regiments 1846; The National Army Museum of Austria; Standards and Colours
of the Army 1661-1881; Hungarian Infantry 1762 with a beautiful coloured cover of
one of them plus book reviews and other features.

THE ygDSTTE - Pall 1975- rhe Jjurnal of the National Capital Military Collectors of
the U.S.A. contains well writ.-n articles on Bavarian cuirassiers 17th century; war-
ganes corner dealing with Airfix conversions; Diorama and Scene Building and good
fi ure and book reviews.
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

'll'.iLVciucl ilih;iU( »> iir

We

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
TclcpKone 0t;j4 1352

: the makers ol the world-lamous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made in 30 mm. 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpamted or in kit lorm.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.

Most other /coding makes of metal ond plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection ol
'Bntains', 'Elostoltn' ond other rare historical figures.
'Tradition' magazine and various popular titles on military unilorms anil other requisites lor
tho military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur.

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt olaics. hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, unilorms and paintings.

Plus gilts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week
Mon . Juel.. Wtd and Fii. 9-6
ytiunday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

II you are unable to visit us. the lollowing catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm mailer hit-TOp
Stadden i* mm mailer hit - Xp

Tradition- 6oo» at Model Soldieri - CI 65 Ipoit tree)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR

PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM. WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK
lol Frjml.nghjm T23J08

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT
CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMINC NEEDS

On 1st March. TRADITION. London's leading dealers in milium and model soldier
Our stall, wargamers ihcmttlves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers li
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad

WAKGAMINti

also stock mam

Figure*. A.F.V.s and equipment bi:
IIINC lll.ll I E. AIRFIX. FI'JIMI. etc.

Rules bys
W.R.G., L.W.S.. tie.

nooks by:
DON FEATHERSIONE. CHARLESCRAM. TERRY WISE,BRIGADIERPETER YOUNG, ALMARK.

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and piilnts etc by:
BELLONA. AIRFIX, MERIT. HUMBROL, clc.

»> hrfrrt Wt lie nnnble I

FfflIM nJJ 10% lor foUttKf on nil imlll o'.l,"



I'C'PTERS - Continued from Po,-e 18. 25

My opponent Maurice Roth, also of Leicester has produced a realistic and workable
3et of rules. As far as 1 can see, he has left nothing that can be read in a variety
of ways. We at the Leicester Club enjoy using them as they, as far as 1 can see, pro
vide for every contingency. But, I would stress, to avoid heated arguments, provide
proof that whit you are doing was done, and then there con be no argument."

C.P.Nur3e of Leicester.

ooOoo

"I enclose with no reservations my subscription for the next twelve issues of
Wargamer1s Newsletter.

Your magazine still manages to retain the intimate, "club" atmosphere, that has
characterised it over the past decade. This is due of course to your long (compared
to other magazines) personal editorials, and such regular features which you compile,
the Must List, book reviews and the like. But your contributors seem to catch your
style of the honest, personal approach. This is refreshing in what is, perhaps, a
cynical and over sophisticated world; and the very lock of glossy pages, and novel
layouts enhances rather than detracts from this!

I invariably read your magazine th_> day it arrives; shame it is not longer."

Peter Rowland of Greenwich.

(I had to print this one! Editor).

ooOoo

"I am rather an old, experienced wargamer, though not one who has ever token
part in publications, etc. I had the usual run of toy soldiers and model castles as
a child, followed by the hand-carving of over 1,500 model Ancient Egyptians, Persians,
Greeks, etc., followed by intensive invention of various board games in college - and
only recently have I begun to ;et back to this enjoyable hobby in my leisure time. I
am now playing mostly the die-cut cordboord variety of worgomes ovoiloble in the
United States and have not ;one back to "miniatures".

I am presently enraged in research upon Mediaeval Indian warfare. My profession
is that of a linguist and language teacher. I am Chairman of the Department of South
Asian Studies at the University of Minnesota here, where I teach Urdu and vorious
other languages of the Subcontinent. I have lived for many years in India and
Pakistan and have had many opportunities; to go over the ;round of Indian battles,
examine the huge and fascinating fortifications of the area, etc. Many of these ore
of possible interest to wargamers, and they are ver.v little known in the West. Aside
from the items you mention, there just isn't much in print, and the whole subject of
Indian warfare needs much further illumination. For example, I saw the remains of
what was said to be an onager stored deep within the walls of the fortress of
Daulatabad - yet to my knowledge there is no information on Indian siege engines
aside from a mention or two."

Prof.M.A..".barker, Chairman, Sept. of South Asian

Studies, Lniversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
'"innesota 55455, U.S.A.

coOoo---

MAHTIN l'AJS. 17 Leslie Road, Ley ton, London E.ll

FOR SALE: 100 hand painted 25mm wargome figures (made by Miniature
Figurines Ltd) of Napoleonic era - 50 Old guard Grenadier
and 50 British Light Infantry. To clear 100 for £13.00p
or 50 for f.6.50p. 30p postage and packing.

He will paint 25 to 30mc "wargame" figures up to
standard of the Napoleonic Wars (1800 to 1815) and
American Civil War infantry ond cavalry at a minimum
of over 10 cavalry or 20 infantry per order. 30p
postage and packing. Postal Orders only please.

Please write for details and estimate.
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I.HON CROSS AMD A ROCKET!

by

Bob O'Brien

This little episode is recounted really after reading Neville Dickinson's wel
come article "Guest riter of the Month" Hoy. Neville mentioned the possibility of
Sgt. Yorks etc., and intimated that this was not possible with Jules using Pre-
calculated tobies, etc., and then goes on to mention Morale Rules. Now, I agree with
him, that there must be the possibility of someone doing the unexpected - not often,
but on those rare occasions which enliven a wargame more then usual. What I do ob
ject to is the Rules that allow one to "organise" heroes to order - I think Seville
and I are at one here where he criticises rules written according to the book with
no experience of the wrong end of war. To this 1 would add written without study of
battle reports dealing with the reactions ond performance of individual men and
groups under stress, a3 distinct from the coloured accounts written with more en
thusiasm than knowledge by many people.

However, to our story - in a game ployed some time ago under our -"-nfsntry
Platoon Action rules I hod the job of putting in o Company attack with my Russians
against a German position over the other side of s rather raocoy little stream. A
road ran over the stream, which was spanned by a small bridge.

The Germans had only scattered LMO and rifle positions forward, but had Mortar
support and pre-prepored fire positions further back into which they could rush a
mobile reserve in half tracks.

My first two Platoons tried an all out rush at the brid a under cover of a local
smoke screen - they quickly came under mortar fire (pre-rcgictered) and the smoke did
not really help, as it also gave my opponent a screen to deploy one of his mobile
units. -men the smoke cleared, one Platoon with a small Engineer detachment was half
way over the stream and pinned down by steadily increasing fire (their i'.eoction was
to stay put). Things could have stayed that way for some time, except that a couple
of Germans in a forward position decided, on their own initiotive, to do something
about it. They had to take a Reaction Test for being under fire, ond threw so high,
that the combination of dice and supporting factors made them charge out of their
position and rush the Russians some 100 metres away! One was quickly lost, so the
survivor had to take a Test - result, the same, and he went roaring forward, starting
to throw grenades as soon as within range.

The nearest Russian section then had to test - their throw was average, but the
combination of factors - under various types of fire, looses already, and now being
grenaded by an opparently bullet proof maniac was too much - they fled! All except
the Section Cornoral, who was too close to run, and surrendered - so our little
German marches his prisoner bock, surviving the attentions of a Russian MG, and duly
reports to his superiors. I said '"'larches", but in fact he had to crawl port of the
way, still keeping his prisoner in front of him.

Just one little episode you will soy, but sufficient to show that you don't have
to build in special situations or heroism - it can happen when you least expect it,
and adds colour to a game which was being run under rules incorporating tables and
such like. We have had similar situations, and also the other side of the coin, where
o mon or a unit packs up when one "by the book" would expect them to stay in position.

Finally, I nearly forgot, the one Section routing also affected the others, so
that the whole Platoon went back - all because of one German's action. He no doubt
would have received a right rollicking for leaving his position oefore being recom
mended for a decorotion!

ooOoo

In June 1791 ten future Marshols of France were fighting in the ranks and six
vore still civilians! in addition to discovering them, Carnot marked for advancement
two youthful officers who were to be among the most talented of the Revolutionary era.
'- Napoleon Bonaparte and iioche, who might have become o rival to Bonaparte had he not
died of illness in 1797.

ooOoo

The art of a general, commandin;- in the van or in the rear, is, without imperil
ling himself, to keep the enemy back, to delay him, to make him employ three or ;our
hours in marching a league. Tactics alone can give the means of attaining these ends;
it is more necessary to cavalry than to infontry, in the van or rear, than in any
other positions. "Napoleon's War Mixims"



LOOKING AROUND

•il!"'i:; ' iA.JIHE - November 1973- Modelling 8th Army armour by John Sandars; an in-
voluable article on Renaissance Warfare by George Gush; making Peninsular War build-
.n r. ['or wargames; Military modelling an Alvis Stalwart; plu3 the usual reviews and
feotures.

...••:';.• JU3ISH - October 1973. This is th" Official Journal of the Pike-and-Shot
Society* Contains articles on collecting an English Civil War Army; Random Thoughts
on Armies and Wargames Figures of the 16th ond 17th Centuries; 15mm Wargomes figures;
Janissaries; The Galley; Cone rning Time Scales; The Rise of the Swedish \rmy under
Gustavus Adolphus; Huguenot Armies) Lansquenets and Reiters; The Civil War in
Cheshire plus other features.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - October 1973. Among many
features of interest to model soldier collectors is a good article on Napoleonic
Hussars by Peter Kemplay; European Warfare in the 16th Century; book and figure re
views and other features*

".'HE COURIER - "os. 5 • 6- ?his interesting little American warjames magazine con
tains articles on Tarleton's British Legion 1778-1781; a Rules Review; National
differences in a war••arcing context; Stands for Ancient Armies; Battle Reports; The
Fog of War; Civil War Battlefla -s; •'rench Infantry Regimental Standards of the 7
Years War; Wayne's 'inited States Legion; Monocuveroble fi.;ure stands; Worgome
Analysis of historic battles; Napoleonic cannons and their effect; Napoleonic
Gendarmes; Berdan's Sharpshooters 186l-lfl65 :lus reviews of figures, books, etc.

':'".-!' '• "I. N-'il. .'A •'•i,; 2H - 'n.'j. 2'ilea for Civil './rr inifltures; reviews of board-
•OS.es and articles en tactics in them; 'he »*leets of Europe at the start of the Napo
leonic ars; plus reviews and other features.

" "C"E3 " •. •• '. :..,A •A'viAl'.S -JI-JTY - Club "In -nzine *"o.8. Airfix conversions for the
'talian end other small "ntions r.rr.i'-s r;urin.~ the iinnoleonic period; The Siege of
lapua 211 >. ;.: ' tri. around the fifld of /aterloo; Ancient Monuments in Mediaeval
and Byzantine Greece; aurice de Saxe 169^-175^1 'he Joys of 5mm War -amin^r; Imperial
Japanese r'avy; ?hc Seven veas-s V/rr in America; plus reviewc and other features all
in a .!"b Mn*razine of ver • hi^h standard.

'"-* •'•'•••'• - •- LI:. ! - ..nvev.ber 1973. '-11 illustrated articles on board wargames;
the lOpdr Armatron- Muzzle Loading mr.; Tha C -intent of Foot Guards 1815; Scratch
building armoured fi -htin • vehicles; ecorstructin • the Bottle of the Granicus;
coloured illustr-tions o' Samurai, Jar issories, etc; War.-ernes for the Younger General
plus figure reviews and other features. December 2973 - Contains well illustroted
articles on the Royal Horse V-tiller; I896; LondsK.nechtes; scratch building AFVs and
Corvettes: -r-a::.in • for the i'oun-or General - tanks and tan/, guns; scratch building
Italian World rfar II vehicles; ile-fi-htin • the iatle of the Granicus Part II plus
well illustrated fa.-ure, book and kit reviews.

:'.Oi/:i. B."V3 - December 1973. article witi plans of I'.i.S. Porter and IJ.S.S. Salt
Lake City.

FILM - The Newsletter of the ".'unbrid-e './ells .'argames Society. Interesting
articles on the Sumerians; The Panzer Division: Uniforms of French 19th century
infantry.

TH6 REBEL - Fall 1973- (See Fn.-e 28). Produced with nil the enthusiasm and bad
spellin • of a lively amateur wargamer! Contains articles on the Battle for New York
City 1776; Board..-ames; Historical analysis of the Battle for Berlin; the rapid
growth of wnrgarcin,-: etc., - home printed and rather indistinct I'm afraid.

SIGNAL - No.48. John Mansfield's "New Items" bulletin, packed os usual with informa
tion about boardgames, miniatures, films, books, etc., etc.

SLINGSHOT - November 197 3. -rhe Official Journal of the Society of Ancients, contains
cut-end-thrust features witi; articles on ..'argaming in California; Overhead Fire;
Parthia; Castles in Wales; Cr.glish Amies of the 12th Century; Advice from books; The
iattle for Voesia 69 \. ;., an article on ules, plus other features.

SOLDIER - December 1973. Article on the Military Museum of the Devonshire Regiment;
the Scor'ion light reconnaissance ve'-iclo; pictures of other army vehicles derived
from it (invaluable to real "modern" wor-omers); military bond music on records;
letters; books; etc.

TAHKSTTE - Oct-Hov. 1973- Magazine of the Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Ass.
Facked with closely printed articles on the German Panzer Division 1944; German SP

CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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THE NOTICE BOARD

NEW CLUBS

A Wargames Club exists in the Longton area. Write to P.J.Ridgw8y, 71 Trent
Valley Road, Penkhull, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST4 5HY.

The STRATHCLYDE WARGAMES SOCIETY holds weekly meetings on the South side of
Glasgow. Write to Gary Weston of 3 Hazelwood Gardens, High Burnside, Glasgow.

John Turnbull of 297 Henderson Hall, Redhall Drive, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, would
like to form a Wargames/Diplomacy Club at Newcastle University.

ooOoo

"THE RE3EL QUARTERLY" - a new magazine devoted to the wargamer and general mili
tary hobbiest. 1st issue was mailed on October 1st, 2nd issue cue out on January 1st
1974. "THE REBEL" is a ditto off-set, amateur publication, none-the-less one which
we are sure you will like. The theme of our magazine is to present articles which
deal with mostly miniatures, boardgames and history, but we listen, through question
naire feedback, to our subscribers and listen to what they 3ay. Also we have special
column's dealin,;: with such things as "Morale in Miniature", "Modelling Tips", Air and
Naval Miniatures, and so much more. Write for information if you wish. Thanks!
Write: Roman Raia, Highbridge Road, Mahopac, New York 10541, U.S.A.

ooOoo

That well known purveyor of Britain3 model soldiers, Shamu:- O.D.Wade (previously
of 61 Brighton Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6) now lives at 37 Davis Road, Acton, London W3.

ooOoo

Viking Systems of Suite 823, 24 North Wabash 'venue, Chicago, Illinois 60602,
U.S.A. (publisher of the monthly game magazine "El Conquistador") have just concluded
an arrangement with The International Federation of Wargaming (iFrf) to incorporate
their wargaming magazine "International Wargamer" into "El Conquistador" starting
January 1974• "El Conquistador" will then be the only monthly offset printed
Diplomacy-War.-aming magazine in the United States, (it is claimed!)

ooOoo

BOOKS - Continued from Page 11

now it ha3 not been the easiest of things to obtain information of the uniforms and
equipment of the opposing armies. This book very satisfactorily and in admirable style
puts you in the picture so far as the Austro-Hungarian forces are concerned and I
think it will be an extremely valuable work.

FREDERICK THE GREAT'S ARMY by Albert Seaton with colour plates by Michael Youens.

All that I have said about the proceeding book applies to this one. The
Prussians during this period were an outstanding military force and no wargamer can
contemplate them without feeling stirrings of desire to transfer their activities to
the wargames table. This book will rive him all the information he requires to do so,
being packed with line drawings and 0 coloured pages of uniform details. The style
of fighting and the tactics of the mid-18th century makes it ideal for wargnming
purposes - buy these books and try it!

WELLINGTON'S PENINSULAR ARMY by Jame3 Lawford with colour plates by Michael Roffe.

Ever since I chased around Spain and Portugal with David Chandler and the
Military Historical Society la3t year I have had my mind full of the Peninsular War
and my shelves now hold hold a very strong Light Division, complete with Cacadores.
James Lawford is a personal friend of mine and a highly experienced wargamer whom I
know to have the same feelings and admiration for Wellington's Peninsular Army as my
self. Perhaps one of the best professional armies this country ever put into the
field, this book does them great justice and, read in conjunction with the same
author's "Vitoria", reviewed above, it will give a great deal of pleasure.

THE ARMY OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE 1870-1888 by Albert Seaton with colour plates by
Michael Youens.

When I started war.-aming I began with the American Civil War but soon became
facinated with the Franco-Prussian W0r of 1870. This necessitated spending hours

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD(BRITISH)
LineInfantry Al the ready
Line Infantry Advancing
line Infantry Standingfiring
LineInfantry Kneeling ready
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Al the ready
Light Infantry Advancing
IJght Infantry Standing firing
light Infantry Kneeling ready
Light Infantry Officer

BN/5
BN/6
BN/7
BN/8
BN/9
BN/14

BN/15
BN/16
BN/I7

BN/18
BN/19
BN/20

BN/21
BN/22
BN/23
BN/24
BN/25
BN/26
BN/27
BN/28
BN/29

NAP01
NF/I
NF/2
NF/3
NF/7
NF/8
NF/fl
NF/IO
NF/I 1
NF/I2
NF/J3
NF/14
NF/I 5
NF/I6
NF/I 7
NF/21
NF/22
NF/23
NF/24
NF/25
NF/26
NF/27
NF/28
NF/29

NF/30
NF/31
NF/32

NF/33

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figure!

Rifle Regi
Rifle Rcgi
Rifle Regi
Kiflc Regi
Rifle Regi
Kings German Legion Hussar moi
Light Dragoon Trooper mounted
Scots Greys Trooper mounted
Scots Greys Officer mounted
Household Cavalry Trooper mom
Heavy Dragoons Trooper mountc

EONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
Old Guard Grenadier Al the
Old Guard Grenadier Advar.
Old Guanl Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing NFI
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Grenadicr At.the ready
Line Infantry Voltigcur/Crcnadier Advancing
Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Standing firing
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinicr At the ready
Light Infantry Volligcur/Carabinicr Advancing
Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carahinicr Standing firing
Light Infantry Officer
Foot Dragoon At the ready
Foot Dragoon Advancing
Fool Dragoon Standing firing
Fool Dragoon Officer
Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
Dragoon Trooper mounted
Dragoon Officer mounted
Dragoon Trumpeter mounted,
Cuirrassicr mounted

cm At the ready
cm Advancing
cm Standing firing
cm Kneeling ready
ent Officer

cady

25 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Hon 1per pack)

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BC/I British Line Infantry Al the ready
BC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line Infantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/IO Highland Infantry Officer
BC/I I British Lancer (Lance no
BC/12 Fuzzy WuzzyV Running
BC/13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advancir
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/I 5 Dervish Advancing
UC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES

(Fool figures 4 per pack)
2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD

EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
Musketeer (Hat)
Musketeer (Helmet)
Cromwellian Officer mounted

Royalist Officer mounted
EP/11A Cromwellian Trooper mounted
EP/1 IB Royalist Trooper mounted
EP/12 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew ••• -.
EP/I4 Dragoon dismounted
EP/1 5 Dragoon mounted

EP/4
EP/5
i-:p/6
;:p/9
EP/10

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP/2 Grenadier Standing
MP/4 GrenadierAdvancing
MP/7 Grenadier Advancing
MP/10 Musketeer Loading
MP/11 Musketeer Standing
MP/12 MusketeerStandingfiring
MP/13 Musketeer Kneeling firing
MP/14 MusketeerAt the ready
MP/20 Artillery crew
MP/21 Dragoon mounted
MP/22 Cavalryman mounted
MP/23 General/Officer mounted
MP/24 Grenadier mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figurci

A/1 6 pdrField Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker(English Gvil War)

A/4 9 pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A/5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

Infantry packs -29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons-. 20mm-40p 25mm-44p

U.K. Post & Packing Rates
up to -50p •9p £r26 to £8-00 - -30p
•51pto £125 - -16p over £800-post free

Catalogue
•15p post paid (UK.only)|
•5Dp post paid (Overseas
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